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1. PURPOSE 
The purpose of this guidance is to provide site managers of 
contaminated sites, site attorneys,' and other interested parties 
with information and recommendations that should be useful 
for planning, implementing, maintaining,^ and enforcing 
institutional controls (ICs) for Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA, or 
Superfund); Brownfields; federal facility; underground storage 
tank (UST); and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA) site cleanups. It addresses some of the common 
issues that may be encountered and provides an overview of 
EPA's policy regarding the roles and responsibilities of the 
parties involved in various aspects of planning, implementing, 
maintaining, and enforcing ICs. A thorough understanding of 
the concepts and sources in this and related documents 
referenced here should help ensure that ICs are properly ff 
implemented and operate effectively during their lifespan. ..-^1 

This is the second in a series of guidance documents on t ^ ^ 
use of ICs. The first document, Institutional Controls: A Si^K 
Manager's Guide to Identifying. Evaluating and Selecting 
Institutional Controls at Superfund and RCRA Corrective 
Action Cleanups, September 2000 (OSWER 9 M 5 . 0 - 7 m ^ f 
EPA 540-F-00-005) (A Site Manager's G«/o | |o ICs), ^ 
provides guidance for identifying, evaluating*^^selecting 
ICs. " " 
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The terms "site manager" and;'jsite,attomey«SSs.used m this document, refer 
lo personnel from the lead agency involved ima CERCLA (remedial and 
removal), Brownfields, federal facility, UST«)r RCRA cleanup project. 
Where the lead agency I's"federal agency^o'ther than the EPA, EPA and the 
Federal agency may share some site manager/site attorney responsibilities or 
EPA may retain them.independentjy^depeiiding on the responsibility under 
any oCtheifive cleanup^programs /The term "site" is used generically in this 
guidaiiceiojalso represe'iif;areas'bf contamination managed under all five of 
these clea)iU||programs The terms "CERCLA," and "Superfund," generally 
include both remedial anjiTemoval sites In addition, the term "responsible 
party" as used in thS4oeument is intended to mean a person or entity with 
cleanup or IC responsibilities under the various cleanup programs listed 
above. Similarly,'because CERCLA removal actions are generally di.screle, 
short-term actions, EPA generally relies on state agencies to plan, implement, 
maintain, and enforce ICs following a removal action. 

The term "maintenance" refers to those activities, such as monitoring and 
reporting, that ensures ICs are implemented properly and functioning as 
intended. 

This document addresses crosscutting multi-program IC 
issues, while recognizing that there are some differences 
among the cleanup programs.^ It defines ICs as used in this 
document, describes their role in contaminated site cleanups, 
and discusses four general life cycle stages — planning, 
implementing, maintaining, and enforcing ICs. References to 
additional guidance documents including those mentioned in 
the text of this document are included in Appendix A. This • 

This document provides guidance to the Regions on how EPA generally 
intends to plan, implement, maintain, and enforce institutional controls as part 
of a cleanup project. The guidance is designed to help promote consistent 
national policy on these issues. It does not, however, substitute for CERCI-A, 
RCRA, or EPA's regulations, nor is it a regulation itself. Thus, it does not 
impose legally binding requirements on EPA, States, or the regulated 
community, and may not apply to a particular situation based upon the 
circumstances. EPA, State, tribal, and local decision-makers retain the 
discretion to adopt approaches on a case-by-case basis that differ from this 
guidance where appropriate. Any decisions regarding a particular facility will 
be made based on the applicable statutes and regulations. 
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document is designed to provide general guidance and does 
not include an exhaustive list of considerations. 

Regions and authorized states are encouraged to coordinate 
among different tribal and government agencies and consult 
with the local community. Legal requirements for maintaining 
ICs and community acceptance of the need for ICs to provide 
for protection from residual waste and the land use limitations 
that can go along with ICs, are often important to the long-
term effectiveness of ICs. 

Assistance with ICs is available from EPA Headquarters staff 
in the Office of Superfund Remediation and Technology 
Innovation (OSRTI), the Office of Emergency Management 
(OEM), the Office of Brownfields and Land Revitalization 
(OBLR), the Office of Site Remediation Enforcement 
(OSRE), the Office of Resource Conservation and Recovery 
(ORCR), the Office of Underground Storage Tanks (OUST), 
the Federal Facilities Restoration and Reuse Office (FFRRO), 
the Federal Facilities Enforcement Office (FFEO), the Office 
of General Counsel (OGC), and IC Coordinators in the EPA 
Regional offices. 

Typical Key Activities in the IC Life 
Cycle 

' Planning may include activities leading up to 
the establishment of an IC. It can include an 
evaluation of the type of 10 contemplated, 
potential instruments that might be used to 
implement the selected 10, potential parties 
who will be responsible for the various 
activities, criteria for termination of the ^ ^ 
issues that might impact the e f f ec t i yene^^^ 
the lOs, and estimated costs and^fuhding ^ ^ 
sources. ^•^•'', r 

• Implementing may include act iv i t ies;^ 
undertaken to put the l O s i f ^ a c e incJpiing 
drafting and signing the ^epi f ic documents 
necessary to establish tlfe;1C, andlarranging 
for any technicarsincl legal support that may be 
needed for monitoririg,and,repbrting. lOs may 
be implemented at any stalge in the cleanup 
process. J»"-"'-r"\ '""~'" 

• Maintainihg includes both monitoring and 
. reportiiig^hich ar^'generally conducted to 

/ " • f ^ j n e l y and critically evaluate lOs to 
deterrnine whiefherthe 10 instrument remains 
in pla.^jir)d whether it meets the stated 
objectives and performance goals. 

• Enforcing can include actions taken to 
address ICs that have been breached or 
Improperly implemented, monitored, or 
reported. 10 enforcement can involve a range 
of activities, including informal communications 
to seek voluntary compliance to more formal 
steps, when appropriate. 

2. DEFINITION AND ROLE OF 
INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS 
For purposes of this document, EPA defines ICs as non-
engineered instruments, such as administrative and legal 
controls, that help to minimize the potential for human 
exposure to contamination and/or protect the integrity of a 
response action."* ICs are typically designed«'to work by 
limiting land or resource use or by providing information that 
helps modify or guide human behavior at a site. Some 
common examples of ICs include zoning restrictions, builciing 
or excavation permits, well drilling prohlbitioTis, easements, 
and covenants. ICs are a subset of LaiidUse Controls (LUCs). 
LUCs include engineering and physical barriers, such as 

/,••• 

fences and security guards, asjV^lfas ICs. s^he federal facility 
program may use either term in its "decision documents. 

As response coniponents, ICs.are designed to achieve the 
precise substantive restrictions articulated in the decision 
document#that are needed'sat a site to achieve cleanup 
objectiy'es.^ Tlfe evaluatioti^of whether an IC is needed at a 
sitM^Hsite-specific deterifiination. Regions and authorized 
states should consider whether the site meets unlimited use 
and unrestricted exposure (UU/UE) as one of the factors in 
deciding when; ainC is appropriate at a site. UUAJE is 
generally thejevel of cleanup at which all exposure pathways 

•^present an acceptable level of risk for all land uses. 

Regioii's or authorized states should provide adequate 
opportunities for public participation (including potentially 

. ̂ '' .^affected landowiiers and communities) when considering— 
^ apprnpnatp iiip ^̂ f \C<i Thnsp Opportunities should include 

providing appropriate notice, and opportunities for comment,. 
particularly in the Proposed Plan and othersteps in the 
CERCLA cleanup process. Regions or authorized states 
should consider the impacts of the IC on current and 
reasonably anticipated future land uses, and should maintain a 
solid administrative record. ICs should be carefully evaluated, 
selected, and narrowly tailored to meet the cleanup objectives. 
As an example, a response selecting a capped landfill may 
require an IC. To ensure protection of both the engineering 
component and human health and the environment, it may be 
necessary to prohibit activities that compromise the response 

The words "response action" or "response" are used lo include remedial and 
removal actions under CERCLA and similar actions under other programs. 
The NCP provisions for CERCLA removal actions address ICs through a 
particular process (i.e., post-removal site controls, such as ICs, are typically 
implemented following removal actions, not as part of removal actions). 
Generally, this guidance attempts to distinguish removals from other response 
actions, including CERCI^ remedial actions or responses under other 
programs covered by this guidance, through use of the term "remedy" or 
"remedial action " 

In cases where EPA or authorized state determines that "no action" is 
needed under CERCLA, the decision document should document the , 
assumptions upon which the remedy is based. If conditions at the site change, 
then EPA can assert its authority to later require a response, including ICs. 
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action and/or result in exposure to humans. Thus it may be 
appropriate to prohibit heavy machinery usage on or near the 
capped area, while allowing light recreational uses (e.g., 
soccer fields). The relevant decision document should clearly, 
articulate the substantive restrictions (e.g., groundwater shall 
not be used for human consumption) needed to address the 
exposure pathways and the risks necessitating ICs. 

Definition and Role of Institutional Controls 

• Roleof ICs (Section 2.1) 
• Types of ICs (Section 2.2) 
• Program-specific Role of ICs in Cleanups 

(Section 2.3) 

2.1 Role oflCs 

ICs may be necessary to ensure protectiveness and/or to 
protect a remedy. If any cleanup options being evaluated 
leave waste in place, ICs should be considered to ensure that 
unacceptable risk from residual contamination does not occur. 
Cleanup actions such as capping waste in place, construction 
of containment facilities, monitored natural attenuation, and 
long-term pumping and treating of groundwater, may leave 
residual contamination on site where restrictions provided by 
ICs to supplement the engineering controls can help ensure 
protection of human health and the environment. ICs, where 
appropriate, can be used in the context of either short-term 
temporary site solutions (e.g., restoration responses that will 
not leave waste in place above unacceptable levels upon 
completion) or long-term permanent solutions (e.g., 
containment responses that will leave waste in place in 
perpetuity). 

As a site moves through the response selection,prdces^l';Site 
managers and site attorneys should collect information anaP'^ 
develop assumptions about the reasonably/^icipated future 
land use (for CERCLA-specific guidance, s e ^ ^ j r f Use in the 
CERCLA Remedy Selection P r o c e s s f Q ^ ^ R 93^7 -04 , May 
1995). Site managers and site attorne.ys should consider the 
reasonably anticipated future land^se during'response 
selection and take it into account whejrsele^ting ICs and 
drafting IC language in decision documents. Furthermore, site 
managers and site attorneys sftSiJld|Gleariy and explicitly 
document reasonably antfeipated future land use assumptions 
upon which the/esponse Action'rests. 

The'^ite:»manager an'd^site^attornev should discuss reasonably 
'anticipatedijfiiture u s e ^ f the site with local land use planning 
authorities, lc[cal»antl state officials, the public, tribes and other I 
federal a^en(;.ie.î ^s ^ippropqate, as early as possible dunng the \ 
scoping phase of the Remedial Investigation/ Feasibility Study 
(RVFSjfor CERCLA or RCRA Facility Investigation/. 
Coffective"Measures Study (RFI/CMS) for RCRA. At sites 
where any media will not be cleaned up to a level that 
supports UU/UE, the, site, manafrpr and gitp allnrnp.y shniil^t | 

discuss any IC instruments (in addition to active response 
measures) that may be appropriate, taking into account legal 

implementation issues, jurisdictional qiiestions, the impact of 
layering ICs, and reliab'iHTy and entorcernent concern,s. It is 
also important tor the site manager to recognize that, in 
addition to restricting certain land uses, ICs can also be used 
to restrict or modify specific activities at sites (e.g., fishing 
prohibitions). 

2.2 Types of ICs 

For purposes of this guidance, ICs are divided intofpur 
categories: proprietary controls, governmental controls^, 
enforcement and permit tools with IC compo^rits, and' 
informational devices. Within each category, tBeteAre a 
number of instruments that may be em'plo.yed. Trl^following 

\ ^ \ . 

in'fl each are paragraphs summarize each catefbisy of I C ^ p 
discussed in Sections 3 through 9 cî v t̂ey relate to four stages 
of the IC life cyclev(planning|y^mpleme^ting, maintaining, and 
enforcing ICs). ®^ 

Proprietaiy'diihtrols ar^generally created pursuant to state 
and tribSl law to prohibiractpities that may compromise the 
effectiyeness oMhe response action or restrict activities or 
fufure^esource use that may result in unacceptable risk to 
human healthvor the environment. The most common 
examples of^roprfetary controls are easements and covenants. 
Many states have enacted statutes addressing the 
implementation and long-term effectiveness of proprietary 

'controls. One model that has been developed is the Uniform 
E^rpnmental Covenants Act (UECA) , which can be 

adppted as is or in modified form by states to provide 
advantages over traditional common law proprietary controls. 

Governmental controls impose restrictions on land use or 
resource use, using the authority of a government entity. 
Typical examples of governmental controls include zoning; 
building codes; state, tribal, or local ground water use 
regulations; and commercial fishing bans and 
sports/recreational fishing limits posed by federal, state and/or 
local resources and/or public health agencies. In many cases, 
federal landholding agencies, such as the Department of 
Defense, possess the authority to enforce ICs on their 
property. At active federal facilities, land use restrictions may 
be addressed in Base Master Plans, facility construction 
review processes, facility digging permit systems, and/or the 
facility well permitting systems. 

Enforcement and permit tools with IC components are legal 
tools, such as administrative orders, permits. Federal Facility 
Agreements (FFAs) and Consent Decrees (CDs), that limit 
certain site activities or require the performance of specific 
activities (e.g., to monitor and report on an IC's effectiveness). 
They may be issued unilaterally or negotiated. 

UECA was developed by the National Conference of Commissioners on 
Uniform State Laws, http://www.environmentalcovenants.org/ueca 
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Informational devices provide information or notification to 
local communities that residual or contained contamination 
jemains on site. As such, the site manager and site attorney 
should make sure to provide language that clearly conveys the 
purpose of the informational device. Typical informational 
devices include state registries of contaminated sites, notices 
in deeds, tracking systems, and fish advi.sories. 

The four categories of ICs described above are typically 
available for CERCLA, RCRA, Brownfields, federal facilities, 
and UST cleanups. However, some of the individual 
instruments may not be available for all site types. For 
example, county zoning is typically not available at an active 
federal facility, and base master plans are typically no longer 
relevant at transferring federal fariHijps Tn aHHitinn, rT̂ nrp. 
than one category of IC can be used to ensure a given 
oDjective is luily addressed (see Section 3.3). 

2.3 Program-specific Role oflCs in Cleanups 

Most cleanup programs use ICs, and the challenges of 
planning, implementing, maintaining and enforcing ICs may 
be similar across the programs, with some differences at active 
federal facilities. Generally, under each program, site 
managers and attorneys should fully evaluate ICs during the 
development of cleanup alternatives and plan for the 
implementation, maintenance and enforcement challenges 
eariy in the cleanup process. However, it may be important to 
recognize the program-specific differences in the processes, 
authorities and responsibilities for planning, implementing, 
maintaining, and enforcing ICs. , 

This guidance illustrates some of the program-specific factors^v 
that should be considered. It is not intended to be an \ \ / 
exhaustive list of the requirements and practices?in eachX ' 
cleanup program. It highlights key crosscutting principle^p^ 
rather than enumerating the program-specifietvariations.''^ 
Although the cleanup programs do havejmportant^jfferences. 

supplement engineering controls to prevent or limit exposure, 
but ICs normally "shall not substitute for active response 
measures."' Thus, ICs are expected to play an important role 
by minimizing the potential for human exposure and 
protecting engineered remedies,'" but they are not intended to 
be a way "around" treatment or ground water restoration. 
Under the NCP, ICs are not to be used as the sole remedy 
unless active response measures are determined,to be 
impracticable." An IC-only reinedy is conside'r^^ "limited 
action" and as such is not the same as a "no acti^Wremedy 
decision. In cases where EPA determines that "no actionvis 
needed under CERCLA, the decision doelinient should>'state 

Jf ) - - - - ^ *i ^ 
that the "no action" decision does not.preclu'de.EPA from 
reasserting its authority to later requir^a ••ocr>r.r,<rA''; 
ICs. 

response; including 

the cleanup objectives are similar infthafcithey useHCs in 
ing cleanup decisions that are protective of hi implementing cleanup 

health and the environment. 
human 

The use of ICs following Fund-financed;removal actions is 
discussed in previous EPA guidance that addresses post-
removal site controlsf(P-RSCs) (PoWcy on Management of Post-
Removal Site dbntrof,"OSV^EK 9360.2-02, December 1990). 
Generally'; R e ^ n s shouldlWt ICs like PRSCs.'" The NCP 
statesi:hat to thwhxtent practicable (emphasis added) 
prdv^ision fpr^RSCs following a Fund-financed removal 
action at tipVbJ^PL (National Priorities List) and non-NPL 
sites is encouraged'^to be made prior to the initiation of the 
removal actionf'Such control includes actions necessary to 
ensure the effectiveness and integrity of the removal action 
after the completion of the on-site removal action (40 CFR § 
'3QQ'.41-5(1)). Such controls may be conducted by state, tribal, 
orjocal governments; potentially responsible parties (PRPs); 
pr EPA's remedial program for some federal-lead Fund-
financed responses at NPL sites upon completion of the 
removal action." EPA encourages the Regions to coordinate 
with the state, local governments, and/or community groups 
prior to the initiation of the removal action, to seek 
commitments for conducting PRSC, and to notify the state of 
any recommendation or decision regarding the need for ICs. 

Further information to assist states and EPA with the transition 
of responsibilities from the EPA removal program to the state 
following an EPA removal action is provided in Coordination 

CERCLA. Under the Nati&nal^Contingency Plan (NCP), the 
remedy selection process underX>ERCLA is guided by several 
expectations. These^incJude: 1) treatment should be used 
wherever, practicable to aSdress"principal threat wastes^; 2) 
ground-water should.be returned to its beneficial use wherever 
practicable.in a reasonable time frame**; and 3) ICs should 

Principal threat \vastes generally are .source materials considered to be 
highly toxic or highly mobile that generally cannot be reliably contained, or 
would present a significant risk to human health or the environment should 
exposure occur. For more information, please see A Guide to Principal 
Threat and Low Level Threat Wastes, November 1991. Office of Emergency 
and Remedial Response (OERR) 9380.3-06FS. 

For more information on remedy selection see Rules of Thumb for 
Superfund Remedy Selection, August 1997. EPA 540-R-97-013 OSWER 
9355.0-69 

These expectations appear in 40 CFR § 300.430(a)(l)(iii). 

Regulations that define protectiveness may include requirements for 
restricting land use in certain situations. These may be determined on a site-
specific basis to be an applicable, or relevant and appropriate requirement 
under CERCLA. 

" See 40 CFR § 300.430(a)(l)(iii)(A), (B), (C), and (D). 

12 

Unlike ICs, PRSC can include a broader array of items such as site 
maintenance activities, repairs, O&M, and environmental monitoring. 

It is important to note that EPA does not use the Fund to pay for IC 
monitoring or enforcement at removal sites. CERCLA § 104(c)(3) requires 
states to pay for or ensure the payment of all future routine O&M following 
Fund-financed remedial actions. 
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of Federal Removal Actions and State Remedial Activities, 
Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management 
Officials (ASTSWMO), 2007. 

RCRA. The use of ICs for RCRA cleanups is discussed in a 
1996 Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) for 
corrective action for releases from solid waste management 
units (EPA 1996), pages 19,448-19,464; Final Guidance on 
Completion of Corrective Action Activities at RCRA Facilities 
("Corrective Action Completion Guidance "), 68 FR 8,457-8,764 
(February 25, 2003) and an EPA memorandum titled Ensuring 
Effective and Reliable Institutional Controls at RCRA 
Facilities, June 2007. 

Generally, under RCRA, ICs are included as components of 
the corrective action and/or post-closure care requirements at a 
facility, and as such may be incorporated into a permit or an 
order. The Corrective Action Completion Guidance discusses 
issues associated with completing corrective actions at RCRA 
facilities, and provides for two types of completion 
determinations: (1) Complete with Controls; and (2) Complete 
without Controls. The Corrective Action Complete with 
Controls determination may be appropriate at facilities where, 
among other requirements, all that remains is performance of 
required Operations and Maintenance (O&M) and monitoring 
actions, and/or compliance with and maintenance of any ICs. 
Facilities, or portions of facilities, that are not conducting 
cleanup as part of corrective action may still have cleanup and 
IC requirements as part of their facility post-closure care 
permit requirements. RCRA permits and orders can be used to'3fr^ 
restrict the use of a property by the current facility 
owner/operator and/or require that the owner operator 
implement, maintain and enforce proprietary controls, as 
needed. For example, EPA-issued orders under RGRA § 
3008(h) or § 7003 may require, or prohibit, certain acSvities aV 
the facility by the current facility owner/operator, and a\%^^ 
require as part of corrective action that proprietary and/or 
governmental controls are used to ensure longyerm, 
protectiveness. States may be authorized/to implement either 
or both of the corrective action or.base^gulatory programs 
under RCRA and as suchttnay^dev^lpp their own approaches 
for cleanup and ICs. For more inforniation'On remedial action 
selection under RCRA sel^the^ANPRTpage 19432. 

Ferfera/Fac/WJes.^P/^^^FRR'O and-FFEO have issued 
guidance,on describing arTd'idgeumenting ICs in federal 
facilit,y.;jespons6''a.ctions inJRecords of Decision (RODs), 
remediaitdesigns (RD)-,>,and remedial action work plans 
( R A W F ^ t h e Sainpl/pederal Facility Land Use Control 
ROD Checklisii>witk Suggested Language (2006), which 
provides langu^p^for creating enforceable LUC requirements. 
The LUC Checklist includes sample language for ICs to 
include in a ROD, RD, RAWP, or other post-ROD document. 

Because some federal agencies may have somewhat different 
procedures, it is important when dealing with federal facility 
issues to coordinate with FFRRO and FFEO and the specific 
federal agency in question. 

Brownfields and UST Sites. State and local governments 
often define the cleanup levels at Brownfields and UST sites. 
The site manager and site attorney are encouraged to work 
together to make sure that the types of ICs used are consistent 
with the level of cleanup, and the proposed re-use of the sites. 

3. PLANNING FOR INSTITUTIONAL 
CONTROLS 
Full life-cycle planning (i.e., planning, implementingfl 
maintaining, enforcing, modifying if neeessaty^and 
terminating) is recommended to ensuigth^orig-fetrr 
durability, reliability, and effectiveness of ICsyMany 
problems experienced by practifionfers using|!6s can be 
avoided by critically evaluating andCthqroughly planning for 
the entire IC lifespan eariylMthe response selection and 
design process. ^ " ^ 

Site mana^er^nd site atroineys^should seek input from state, 
tribal,.and local'igovernmeiVtsrresponsible parties, affected" 
corrimu"nities,/^tf0^other stakeholders during the r^ponse 
s^iectKSIpr^fcss in order to ensure that the most appropriate 
response, infeluding IC(s), is selected. Early cooperation and 
coordination^amolTg these parties with IC planning activities 
can be criticabfo the long-term stewardship at a site. Long-
term protectiveness at the site often depends on compliance 
twith the ICs to assure the remedy continues to function as 

tend 

y 
•'ntended. 

t may be beneficial for state, tribal, and local governments to 
work with, and reach a common understanding''^ with, the~ 
responsible parties and other stakeholders about various IC 
roles and r(;spnTn:ihiliti£c—This common understanding will 
likely vary depending upon whether federal, state, and/or local 
authority is used. Whenever possible. Regions should 
document in writing any arrangements made between parties 
with responsibilities for IC implementation, maintenance, and 
enforcement. Existing state and local programs may provide a 
good framework or foundation for ICs. The following are 
additional considerations that may be important in evaluating 
and planning for the IC life cycle. 

In addition to the remedy selection process, ICs may also be chosen as part 
of a non-time critical removal action and should be evaluated as part of the 
Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis Study (EE/CA) under CERCLA. 

Parties may be able to reach a common understanding regarding their 
respective IC roles and responsibilities through various mechanisms that may 
be available under State law (e.g., a Memorandum of Understanding, 
Administrative Order on Consent, contract, or enforceable agreement). 
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Planning for Institutional Controls 

• Selection of ICs (Section 3.1) 
• Determining Which Legal Tools to Apply 

(Section 3.2) 
• Layering (Section 3.3) 
• IC Implementation and Assurance Plans 

(Section 3.4) 
• Cost Estimation (Section 3.5) 
• Funding (Section 3.6) 
• Community Involvement (Section 3.7) 
• Capacity for Implementing and Managing ICs 

(Section 3.8) 

3.1 Selection of ICs 

As part of a remedial, action, evaluation and selection of ICs 
should generally follow a process similar to other remedy 
components. This typically includes an evaluation of the 
substantive restrictions nn the use of property .that may be 
needed to protect engineering controls and human health and 
the environment. Site managers and site attorneys should also 
evaluate the capability and capacity of the local governmentaj_ 
(or other) entities that will be responsible for implementing.. 
maintaining, and enforcing the potential ICs (see Section 3.8). 
In parallel, they should engage with communiiip': to cnqurp ihp^ 
community is fully aware of ICs under consideration Aii4j£gk 

A preliminary IC evaluation should typically byncluded'ls! 
part of site investigation efforts. These may include, for 
example, a RI/FS developed during CERCLA remedial 
actions; an Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis^fbd^v 
(EE/CA) in CERCLA non-time critical removal'actionsKaad'' 
in similar Brownfields and UST investigations.and decision 

,_ . documents. 

Under CERCLA, the proposed restriction sh?»uld^ormally be 
identified in the Proposed Plan, foRnotice and opportunity to 
comment by potentially affected laii^^wi^rs and the public. 
ICs are typically then seleet^^and memorialized in the ROD; 
generally they are imp!ementMjt|^flgh various types of legal 
instruments (e.g., an';easement).^When evaluating different 
types of IC inst^nent(s)fejegjons should normally consider: 
(1) what are th^Msic use restrictions needed to ensure that the 
responseiaclions remain protective and effective, and what 

-types orIGinstrumeiu(s) could achieve those restrictions (i.e., 
what are theipiStendal routes of exposures and how would the 
IC instrument(s)/h'elp minimize those risks)? (2) what tools 
and strategies/are potentially available and what are their legal 
and practical limits (e.g., are IC lifecycle costs prohibitive)? 
and, (3) who will ultimately be responsible for activities 
through each phase of the lifespan of the IC? 

commencing a CERCLA removal action, EPA should discuss 
with the State and/or PRPs the need for ICs following a 
removal action, and seek a written commitment that the State 
and/or PRP will assume responsibility for ICs at the site 
(Policy on Management of Post-Removal Site Control, OSWER 
9360.2-02, December 1990). EPA may consider requiring an 
IC in the removal decision document (i.e., action 
memorandum) when the removal action does not result in 
UU/UE, especially when EPA will not likely initiate a 
remedial action upon the completion of the remov^laction. 

In RCRA Corrective Action cleanups, ICs'should be CTaluated 
as early as possible, such as when contaminatioh'isffirst 
discovered at the facility or during theRFIf ICs should be 
more fully evaluated as part of the CMS (^equivalent, or 
during the design of any interinTmea^uresfor the facility. In 
cases where EPjAor the Statefuses performance standards or a 
similar approach^br in less ccjmplex sites, the submission or 
approval of a^ormal^MS mightinOf be required. However, 
ICs shouIdl^ilPbe evaluated as early as possible under these 
alternaUve approaches. Typically, at Corrective Action 
facilities, the fa'cility ownei^'/operator recommends a response 
actiorrDasedJon the CMS or equivalent, the lead agency 
evaluates''tK%rcsponse action recommendation and decides 
what respon'ste to propose for public comment and, with 
owner/operatopand public input, makes the final response 
selection, typically through a permit or order. Each step in 
Jliis remedy evaluation and selection process provides an 
opportunity to evaluate and plan for the full life cycle of any 
I C ^ 

3.2 Determining Which Legal Tools to Apply 

The site attorney should carefully examine state and local laws 
relevant tg thp TPs hping rongidered. To help ensure a 
thorough evaluation, this examination should normally be 
done as a standard practice during the identification and 
analysis of the response action. The examination typically 
occurs during the Superfund FS for remedial actions, the 
EE/CA process for Superfund non-time critical removal 
actions, the RFI/CMS process during the RCRA corrective 
action and permitting processes or the equivalent closure 
process under Brownfields and UST. Some of the key 
considerations for this examination are: 

• Based on an early evaluation of land title records, are 
proprietary controls durable? 

• Who has the legal authority for implementing and 
enforcing proprietary controls? 

• Who can hold a property interest (i.e., be the grantee) for 
a proprietary control? 

For emergency and time-critical removals, EPA, states, or 
responsible parties should conduct a preliminary IC evaluation 
as early in the response process as possible. Before 

Some State and local laws and regulations relating to land use may not be • 
enforceable on federal facilities. ^ riXc/A(l>--\ / g . < ^ T t ^ ^ ( ^ I in b>-\. 
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• Which sta^, tribal^6r other agency has the legal authority 
and willii{gjiss8^ accept the transfer of an interest in real 
property? 

• Can real property law in the jurisdiction be used to 
implement the selected IC in a way that will make it 
binding on fiiture land owners (i.e., "run with the land") 
and function in perpetuity, if necessary? 

• Are there any restrictions on the use of appurtenant 
easements (i.e., an easement, or interest, created to benefit 
an adjoining property) versus in gross easements (interest 
created was not for the benefit of a particular adjoining 
property)? 

• Are there state laws that authorize ICs (e.g., whether the 
state has adopted UECA, and what role is allowed under 
that statute for EPA)? 

• What are the limits of the local government zoning and 
permitting authority? 

• Which state and/or local agencies have the legal 
authorities to control the potential exposure points (e.g., 
commercial fishing, market place, restaurant, 
sport/recreational/subsistence fishing)? 

• Do these regulatory agencies actively enforce existing 
regulations? 

The specific provisions of ICs usually depend on the specific 
site conditions as well as the type of legal instruments 
available. 

inKs-iire more effective if they are layered or 
ileinen Layering can involve using different^ 

'of 
implemented in series 
types of ICs at the same time to enhance thejp'fotectiveness' 
the response action. For example, layering-governmental 
controls and informational devices is a-cpmmdniapproach 
used at sediment sites to control humffihealth ejcposure 
through eating contaminated fish and/or shelMisn. '̂  Although 
layering can have its advantages assan ICstrategy, site 
managers and site attomeysishould evaluate whether layering 
may lead to misunderstarioin^Qverjaccountability or to an 
unnecessarily restric^g-tresporis'gi(_Kg., preventing reuse) if 
ICs are not narrowly tail&red to meet the response objectives. 
Thp^lnyerinp oD^Ss and exteni^f TCs shniild be commensurate 
withiire^amountT'concentrations, toxicity and other 
cha'racferas'tics of thefresiSual waste. Site managers and site 
attomeys^shoiild also/consider informing the entity responsible 
for maintainihg^p^rticular IC that layering does not diminish 

For guidance on institutional controls at contaminated sediment sites, 
please see Contaminated Sediment Remediation Guidance for Hazardous 
Waste Sites, December 2005. EPA-540-R-05-012, OSWER 9355.0-85 or 
Principles for Managing Contaminated Sediment Risks at Hazardous Waste 
Sites, February 2002. OSWER Directive 9285.6-08 

the importance of its responsibilities. For an additional 
explanation of layering, see A Site Manager's Guide lo ICs. 

3.4 IC Implementation and Assurance Plans 

To ensure effective implementation of ICs, we recommend 
using an IC Implementation and Assurance Plan (ICIAP).'*' 
Regions generally should include an ICLAP,<;6r5,a reference to 
it, in the final action decision document anolilHO&M plan.' ' 
An ICIAP IS designed to systematically (a) establisKand 
document the activities necessary to implement and*ensure the 
long-term stewardship of ICs, and (b) spe^S^Jhe persons 
and/or organizations that will be responsibm^eonducting 
these activities. EPA recommends thaShenRegiGhs prepare a 
detailed ICIAP which can help^nsure ICs aremroperly 
implemented and operate effectiveLy;durin~g"their entire 
lifespan, and that can function as a siifglfe4ource of concise 
site-specific IC informatioriSAtlPRP-lead Superfund sites, the 
revised model Reme^dial DesigS^emedial Action (RD/RA) 
Consent Dectee (COyincprporat^ the concept of ICIAPs and 
provideg€ome<oj)tional modertanguage regarding their use. 
S e e ^ d e l RWJFlA,ConsentSecree, Office of Site 
Remediktion^nforcement, Office of Enforcement and 
ComplianqeJ'Assistance. October 2009, sections IV & IX). 

The ICIAP shdiiid identify the existing or anticipated 
enforcement documents and approaches that may be used to 
fenforce the ICs, where applicable. It should also describe how 
it^combination of ICs for the site relate to the reasonably 
anneipated future land use assumption used in the response 
icfection process, especially for special siting circumstances 

(e.g., schools), as well as resource use restrictions called for in 
the decision document and how they will be effective and 
durable over their lifetime. Finally, the ICIAP should address 
effective steps for information disclosure to affected 
communities, and full cost accounting of ICs throughout the 
life of the cleanup project. 

The ICIAP may be developed at different times during the 
cleanup process, depending upon the size and complexity of 
the cleanup and the cleanup authority or program under which 
it is being developed. Although information related to the 
development of the ICIAP may be generated throughout the 
cleanup process (site investigation, response selection, 
response implementation, and long-term stewardship), it is 
generally recommended to initiate the ICIAP prior to, or at the 
same time as, the design (i.e. RD phase under CERCLA) of 
the physical response action and finalize it with the 
completion of the response action. This approach should allow 

An ICIAP may not be appropriate for emergency removals and time-
critical removals since information needed for IC planning and 
implementation may not be available prior to a removal action. 

19 
ICIAPs do not replace the need to consider ICs in the Feasibility Study 

analysis or including ICs in decision documents. 
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time for the site managers, site attorneys, and other interested 
parties to complete detailed post-response discussions with 
potential IC implementers, inspectors and other stakeholders. 
Lf the ICIAP is not developed in time for inclusion in decision 
documents, those documents may note the usefulness and 
potential scope for an ICLAP. The criteria and responsible 
authority for terminating each selected IC should be identified 
as part of the full life-cycle planning process in the ICLAP. 

As an example, the need for early development of an ICIAP 
may occur at contaminated sediment sites where CERCLA 
remedial investigations are in progress and human health 
exposures from eating contaminated fish are well documented. 
In such circumstances, developing and implementing an 
ICLAP in collaboration with appropriate federal, state and/or 
local jurisdictions, in advance of and/or in conjunction with 
the engineered response should help ensure protectiveness for 
populations at risk; by receiving timely outreach and 
education, those populations can modify their fishing and fish 
eating behaviors. 

EPA is developing a separate guidance on preparing IC 
implementation and assurance plans. 

3.5 Cost Estimation 

There are several reasons why a complete and realistic 
estimate of the full life-cycle cost of ICs is often an important 
part of the IC planning process. For example, an accurate 
estimate of the full costs to all parties (e.g., EPA, the State 
local government, property owners, federal agencies, and 
responsible parties) can help, evaluate the cost-effectivene^'c 
alternative remedies during response selection,"here ICs are 
an important component of total remediation and/oriiremoval 
costs. Early in the cleanup process, such as during tM'sRI/T'S, 
EE/CA, or CMS, cost information would tmcally be ^ ® ^ 
compiled to assist in response decision-makmg, using the best 
information,available at the time. Duringjhe response action 
design phase, more precise informafidniusually i^eveloped 
and can be used for designing andfplanning &e ICs and for 
preparing the ICIAP. 

In addition, IC maintenancev^nd enforcement costs may 
extend beyond the 30i.year period*tjaditionally used in many 
response cost calcufetiomi^ These continuing costs should be 
acknowledged wjhen deveii^ping response cost estimates and 
can bedtnportaiftnn^evaluatiiig long-term effectiveness. 

"Past USEPA guidance recommended the general use of a 30-year period 
of analysis for estimating present value costs of remedial alternatives during 
the FS (USEPA 1988). While this may be appropriate in some circumstances, 
and is a commonly made simplifying assumption, the blanket use of a 30-year 
period of analysis is not recommended. Site-specific justification should be 
provided for the period of analysis selected, especially when the project 
duration (i.e., lime required for design, construction, O&M, and closeout) 
exceeds the selected period of analysis " (Guide to Developing and 
Documenting Cost Estimates During the Feasibility Study, July 2000, EPA 
540-R-00-002 OSWER 9355.0-75) 

Finally, accurate response cost estimates are typically 
important so that agencies, governments, responsible parties, 
and other organizations with the long-term responsibility for 
the ICs can know their financial obligations prior to entering 
into settlements. Their involvement can help ensure that 
adequate resources will be available in the long-term for 
maintaining and enforcing ICs outside of an agency's direct 
control, and can significantly increase the reliability of the ICs 
and overall protectiveness oi the response. Tortmore 
information on cost estimation, please see a Giddeitp, 
Developing and Documenting Cost Estimates Dur ing^^^ 
Feasibility Study, July 2000, EPA 540-R^0?002 O S ^ ^ R 
9355.0-75. /t P%^4 

3.6 Funding /.-

Reliable cost estimates can'also be important to parties, such 
as states and PRPs{ who wilK.be responfible for site cleanups 
and ICs. Parties respi^sible for-thfedeanups are often required 
to provid^assurances to^gulatory authorities that they will 
complete^he O&M, includinglCs.^' Regions should ensure 
that vyijatever entity will be^esponsible for maintaining the IC, 
includingHodal governments, has the capacity to do so. Cost 
estimate^Say^also help the planning process for removal 
actions when.jappropriate. Under RCRA, the owner/operator 
of a facility is responsible for conducting corrective action 
which includes ICs. 

_mimportant part of this assurance can be the availability of 
Stpfor PRP funds throughout the life of the O&M. Further 
information regarding assurance requirements and costs is 
provided in Sections 4.4, 6.5, and 8.7 herein. 

3.7 Community Involvement 

Another important aspect of IC planning nnrmally is 
community involvement. Site managers and site attorneys 
should work with the community eariy in the process to 

,r 

understand the future land uses being considered at a site, and i^ \ ^ 
understand how ICs may impact future land uses,. Land use ^ 
planning decisions are generally intended to serve the interests ,< 
of the community, and communities typically play a central i 
role in shaping policies at the local government level 
regarding land use planning. As mentioned in the Land Use in 
the CERCLA Remedy Selection Process directive (OSWER 
9355.7-04, May 25,1995), where there are concerns that "the fj"* 
local residents near the Superfund site may feel" 
disenfranchised from the local land use planning and 
development process...EPA should make an extra effort to 
reach out to the local community to establish appropriate 
future land use assumptions..."^" Thus, community input is 

vŷ  

See, for example, 40 CFR § 264.101 for financial assurance requirements 
for corrective action at RCRA-permitted facilities. 

^̂  Land Use in the CERCLA Remedy Selection Process (OSWER Directive 
9355.7-04; May 1995) available at http://www.epa.gov/swerosps/bf/html-
doc/landuse.htm. 

^ 
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often critical in helping site managers and site attorneys 
develop assumptions regarding the reasonably anticipated 
future land use for a site, and in selecting ICs. 

Site managers and site attorneys are encouraged to work with 
the Community Involvement Coordinators (CICs) to develop 
strategies to ensure that the community understands why ICs 
are needed (e.g., why it may not be feasible to clean up the site 
to levels that allow for unrestricted use), how the ICs will 
work as part of the cleanup to protect human health and the 
environment, and any potential implementation issues 
associated with an IC. Community understanding and support 
can significantly improve the likelihood that ICs will be 
appropriately selected, implemented and maintained 
effectively. 

Regions should ensure communities have meaningful 
opportunity to review proposals for site remedies and provide 
adequate information to allow informed public comment 
regarding the choices between cleanup alternatives that either 
achieves levels that allow for unrestricted use, or leave levels 
that lead to restricted uses and rely on ICs. When waste is left 
in place and ICs are needed. Regions should provide the 
affected community an opportunity to review the analysis 
(e.g., a proposed plan) that supports the choice of leaving 
waste in place as opposed to a more aggressive cleanup. 

Once cleanup actions have been completed, the local 
community may be impacted by ICs and associated land use 
limitations if there is residual waste on site that requires 
continued management. As such, one of the critical roles a 
community can play is to identify potential issues regardih^^ 
state or local government capacity or ability to manage and-s^v 
oversee the ICs effectively. In the event that therM||av 
question about the ability to manage and overs^ejICs^S^ 
effectively. Regions should consider whether it may be ' 
appropriate to consider removal of additio^;i^^raste to 
eliminate the need for ICs, or rely on^the^ICs^at^an be 
effective in ensuring that reuse woi 
human health or the environment. 

Finally, it should be recognized that^public'input can help 
identify combinations of ICs;that can more effectively 
facilitate the return o^_nvironmenj.a)ly distressed properties to 
beneficial use. For^exaitiple, CERCLA Fund-financed 
response/actionsjniky require^certain state assurances for 
implemfenting,/mairitaining,fend enforcing ICs at remedial 
actio'n^si,tesj:ollowih\tcarripletion of the remedial action, and 
for impleifienting post-removal site controls at removal sites. 
Involving community members in the evaluation of the 
options may provide valuable information and foster the 
understanding; acceptance, and support for ICs that can be 
critical to support the long-term reliability of the cleanup. 

3.8 Capacity for Implementing and Managing ICs 

When ICs are to be employed as a component of a site 
response. Regions should carry out an analysis to determine if 

9'"not^ose aHhreat to 

the state and local agencies responsible for oversight and 
management of the controls have the ability and capacity to 
implement, maintain and enforce the controls. ICs can only be 
a reliable component of site cleanup if the responsible 
agencies have the ability, willingness and capability to oversee 
and manage these controls. The Regions should consider a 
number of factors when evaluating ability, willingness and 
capability for the management of ICs, including: 

• Can the ICs be accurately mapped? 

• Is it possible to use the States' onejHCiall systeni(s) to 
prevent breaches? di y/"^*^^^ 

• Is it possible to establisl^jnandatpr^monitoring and 
reporting program to|rbutineky review ICs to ensure 
their continued e£fectivenes^.?% 

What enforcement auth'oriti'es are available to 
ICs»afe maintained? / ^ 

ensure 

,.,.^Is it pqs^ble to ejtablish informational ICs that 
/ ^ ' ^ ' ^e f e^ve ly disseminate information on the location of 

^controls, compliance status, and monitoring reports to' 
iir^rcSted^stakeholders, state and local environmental 
officials? 

/ 

Is there a source of funding, or is it possible to 
establish a mechanism to provide funds, for the 
operation and maintenance of ICs? 

How are IC expenditures to be tracked? Is there a 
history of expenditures that can be used to refine 
future planning estimates for the long-term costs of 
maintaining ICs? 

4. GENERAL IMPLEMENTATION 
ISSUES 
A number of factors should be considered to evaluate whether 
ICs can be effectively implemented as part of a response 
action. These factors, and the roles of the various interested 
parties, may differ depending on the type of IC instrument, the 
specific circumstances at each site, and which authorities are 
being applied. At many sites, responsible parties may have the 
primary responsibility for implementing and ensuring the 
long-term effectiveness of ICs. This section addresses some 
general issues and concepts typically encountered in 
implementing ICs. 

4.1 Documentation of Use Restrictions and IC Instruments 
in Decision Documents 

For most cleanup programs, use restrictions and IC 
instruments relied upon to help achieve protectiveness should 
be incorporated in site decision documents; often such an IC 
can be based upon a preexisting state or local law or program. 
The decision document(s) should describe the rationale for 
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using the ICs in helping to achieve protectiveness (e.g., their 
role in maintaining the effectiveness of the response action) 
and should include as much detail about the ICs as possible. 
Specifically, the decision documents should describe how the 
recommended ICs accomplish the specific land and resource 
use restrictions that are the objectives of the IC. 

General Implementation Issues 

• Documentation of Use Restrictions and IC 
Instruments in Decision Documents (Section 
4.1) 

• Drafting IC Language in the Selected 
Instruments (Section 4.2) 

• Role of Local Governments and Communities 
(Section 4.3) 

• State Assurance for Stewardship at CERCLA 
Fund-lead Sites (Section 4.4) 

• ICs and Landowners (Section 4.5) 

Different cleanup programs utilize different authorities, 
processes, and documentation of response actions. The main 
remedy decision documents used for Superfund remedial 
actions generally are RODs, Explanation of Significant 
Differences (ESDs), and ROD Amendments. For CERCLA 
removal actions, the Action Memorandum is the decision 
document to select and authorize removal actions {Superfund 
Removal Guidance for Preparing Action Memoranda, Septembei>fc, 
2009 which updates and replaces Superfund Removal Procedure^^ 
Action Memoranda Guidance, OSWER 9360.3-01). B e c a u ^ l 
ICs are generally not selected as part of the rernoval action^ 
the Action Memorandum should generally indicate^hat the 
State will be the lead agency for planning, implementing, , 
maintaining and enforcing ICs in those cases where ICs-would 
be appropriate after the removal action andAhere the sit.e'is 
non-federal. Examples of RCRA documentsiM^may contain 
IC language include permits and ordefs^brrecfi^action 
decision documents known as Statements of ©asis. Final 
Decision/Response to Comments,|and equivalent documents 
issued by authorized statel^Brownfields^ST, and federal 
facility sites often have ecjiii^ent decision documents, 
cooperative agreements, or woi;feplans. 

In addition to decision dbcliments, other documents that may 
includefi*nformati6n.related% the remedy and/or ICs for the 
site.a'^Superfund^nlerSyCDs, and related documents. The 
RD, ICKStEf>lC requirerhents in an O&M plan, five-year 
review (FT^ |o r o th^ periodic remedy reviews, or equivalent 
documents al^diniay provide IC details. For federal facilities 
under CERClA, LUC implementation details are generally 
placed in a post-ROD enforceable document usually called a 
LUC Remedial Design or Remedial Action Work Plan or a 
LUC Implementation Plan. 

Specificity of Language in Decision Documents - Selecting 
Restrictions and ICs. Because many ICs involve complex 
legal analysis and issues, site attorneys should play a leading 

role in developing the appropriate language. Developing the 
appropriate language may require a combination of expertise 
in the federal and state environmental laws, regulations, and 
programs involved, as well as local and state real estate law 
and practice. One of the challenges that site attorneys and site 
managers may face is translating the substantive land and 
resource use restrictions selected in the decision document 
into IC instruments. Vague or missing langii^ge, about the 
restrictions in the decision document may miVe unintended 
consequences including either under or overly-prescriptive IC 
instruments. As a general principle, site managers and;site 
attorneys are encouraged to present information in decision 
documents that, for any ICs selected imthe,decision document: 

Cleariy describes the objectives to be attained in terms of 
specific land and resourceMisexsstrictions; 

Includes a map and de'sSiibes the geographic location of 
the restricted areas; \ J X , ^ ' 

Identifies the entitie?*respons'ible for implementing, 
maimaining, and enfbrcuig the ICs; 

ij^^ses^'plans for maintaining and, as appropriate, the 
enfot;ceability of the anticipated IC instrument(s); 

Evaluatesith^'likelihood that the ICs can be effectively 
implemented, and 

Identifies the necessary lifespan of the IC (e.g., either as 
interim or permanent measures). 

Aiffanalysis of this type of information will generally help the 
ŝite manager and site attorney appropriately select the IC 

instrument(s) that can meet the response action objectives. 
Providing this information to the public should also aid the 
public's understanding of the need for the specific ICs and 
their relationship to the overall response. This analysis should 
be appropriately documented in the decision document(s). 

It is recognized that at the time of decision document signature 
there may be some uncertainty as to the specific IC instrument 
to be implemented at the site. Every effort should be made to 
provide as much specificity at the time of the decision 
including, where appropriate, the types of uses of the site that 
should be protective based on the proposed response actions, 
the ICs that can help ensure protectiveness, and which entity 
will assume responsibility for implementing, maintaining and 
enforcing the restriction, where possible. 

For additional information on federal facilities, see EPA's 
Sample Federal Facility Land Use Control ROD Checklist 
with Suggested Language, October 2006. 

Modifying Existing Response Action Decision Documents. In 
some circumstances, it may be appropriate for site managers 
and site attorneys to work together to clarify or specify IC 
requirements in existing decision documents (e.g., where IC 
language is vague or incomplete). At Superfund sites, if the 
change to a Superfund remedial action is deemed minor or not 
significant, it may be appropriate to clarify the ROD through a 
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memo to be added to the site file. If the change is determined 
to be significant, but not fundamental, an ESD may be 
appropriate. In some instances, a site manager and site 
attorney may determine that an opportunity for public 
comment is appropriate for sites with significant stakeholder 
interest. In some cases, a fundamental change to a Superfund 
remedy may be necessary; in such cases, a ROD amendment 
should be prepared. This may occur in situations where, for 
example, an implemented remedy that relies in part on an IC 
fails to attain the remedial action objectives (RAOs). In 
addition, if an appropriate IC cannot be developed to attain the 
RAOs described in the ROD; a revision to the overall remedy 
may be warranted. 

Regions should continue to review and strengthen ICs with 
periodic reviews that take changes in land use into account. 
For a site-wide ready for anticipated use (SWRAU) 
determination, ^' the Regions consider whether all ICs called 
for in the decision documents are in place and continue to be 
effective. IC instruments, such as notices, can be effective 
controls and should be considered when evaluating a SWRAU 
determination. In some cases, it may be appropriate to 
strengthen, layer, or include supplemental ICs at the site to 
ensure protectiveness of human health. In the event that a 
review (e.g., a CERCLA FYR) identifies the need to modify 
the existing IC(s), it may be appropriate to modify the original 
decision document (e.g., the ROD). If a decision document is 
amended to require additional ICs, then the Region may want 
to wait to evaluate whether the site achieves SWRAU. 

If the RAOs can be met using new or additional ICs, Regioi 
should evaluate what type of modifications, if any, to existing 
remedy decision documents and associated enforcement ^ \ N v 
documents (if any) may be appropriate. Where thci-Rfegion 
makes changes to the engineering component ^ t h e rethedyj^ 
the site manager and site attorney also shouWSnsure that\aiiy 
existing ICs are consistent with the revise.d'^remedy. For 
information on changing Superfund remedies?*see>-A.,G'u/</e to 
Preparing Superfund Proposed PlansfReQordsj)f Decision, and 
other Remedy Selection Decision Dw:uments,'TEPA 540-R-98-
031, OSWER 9200.1-23, July 1999^^en_.dpGumenting 
significant changes made tqsaremedyiin,th6 Superfund 
program, the lead agency™u^com]3ly with the public 
participation requirement^ of C^RpLA § 117(c); the NCP 
also has provisionsftKat^address public participation (see e.g., 
40 CFR,§§ 300M(c)(2)( :^nf l 300.825(a)(2)). 

To-aocuiTient IC changes^to the removal action, the Region 
should ei'ther^supplem'ent or amend the action memorandum as 
appropriate de^ndi'ng upon the nature of the IC and the 
change. ^ ^ 

Under RCRA, a permit modification or change to a corrective 
action order may be necessary if the previously understood 

conditions, selected remedies, or overall operations change. 
The requirements for modifying an existing permit may vary 
from state to state. If the selected response, including any ICs, 
differs from the proposed response as discussed in the 
Statement of Basis, the final permit modification should 
reflect such changes. 

As stated previously, Brownfields and UST^Wnup 
requirements vary by state authority, so the^^gs i te manager 
and site attorney should research the existing administrative 
procedures for modifying response decisions. 

4.2 Drafting IC Language in the SelMted'insttuments 

This section provides recommendations for%identifying and 
addressing several potential is^e'saegardi"n'g*IC language in a 
variety of contexts. Vague^rfnapprbpriatS IC language can 
lead to confusior©id conflicfan establishing effective ICs 
and, in some cases, mliy resulf'imthe'creation of unintended 
rights and/or-bbligations»Regiops generally should ensure that 
the IC lafi^uage in the in'strum6nt clearly states the IC 
objeotiyes (e.giir^strict w§Il drilling) and their relationship to 
theTes!" fense^ction (e.g., prevent human consumption of 

linateOvground wa 

"' As further discussed in Section 9, this determination is made for purpo.ses 
of the Government Performance and Results Act; 

contamiiiatejtljground water). 

Using Subject0latter Experts and Stakeholder Input 
It may be useful to consult subject-matter experts and 
jstakeholders in developing appropriate IC provisions. For 
'eMm^e, special expertise may be needed to develop language 
fo^^prietary controls, governmental controls, or 

formational devices. 

When developing the specific IC language, the site attorney 
may consider consulting, where appropriate, with officials 
from national professional organizations; the state attorney 
general's office; state environmental protection agency; local 
government planning agencies; several EPA offices including 
OSRTI, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance-
(OECA), FFRRO, FFEO and OGC; responsible parties; site 
owner (if different from the responsible party); other federal 
agencies; and community stakeholders. Such consultations can 
help to ensure that IC instruments that are identified and 
implemented (such as covenants, easements and notices) are 
recorded in local land records, and comply with the real 
property law and recording statutes of the appropriate 
jurisdictions. Such consultations can be especially useful 
because state laws can vary significantly. 

For enforcement-lead sites, attorneys may consider drafting 
enforcement documents that would require the responsible 
parties to provide supporting information (e.g., a certification 
from a real estate attorney) demonstrating that the covenant, 
easement, or notice meets the appropriate requirements for the 
jurisdiction. In the case of local governmental controls such as 
zoning, the site attorney and site manager should work closely 
with local government staff to ensure that the IC can be 
implemented, maintained, and enforced. 
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Through active interagency and intergovernmental 
coordination, the site attorney and site manager usually can 
better ensure that the language used leads to effective ICs that 
meet the IC objectives stated in the decision document and 
that can be appropriately implemented, maintained, and 
enforced within the jurisdiction. Community involvement in 
the development process to promote the acceptance and 

.understanding of ICs can help in developing ICs that are 
reliable, durable, and effective over time. 

Useful IC Provisions. The following provisions should be 
considered for inclusion in the IC documents: 

• Notification to lessees. Enforcement documents such as 
Administrative Orders on Consent (AOCs) and CDs may 
reference existing lease agreements and require lessors to 
notify existing lessees and sub-lessees of the residual 
contamination and the restrictions on the use of the 
property. Also, a notice of the residual contamination and 
use restrictions should be included in any future leases or 
subleases of the property and such leases and subleases 
should be made subject to any proprietary controls. 

• Notification to EPA, states, tribes, and local governments. 
The site attorney and site manager should determine 
whether proprietary controls and enforceable documents 
should require the signator or owner of a proprietary 
interest to give prior notice to EPA (or other lead agency), 
as well as the state, tribal, and local governments, of any 
changes in land use, property transfers, or any other 
activity that may affect the protectiveness of the IC and^f 
the engineered response action. In addition, the IC sWbuld 
have clear provisions for notification in th^vent ofli'^l^ 
breach of the IC. Such notifications should indicate, or 
provide enough information to determine, if the'̂ ffi 
process and environmental performance objectives 
being met. ^Msi 

• Site description. IC documents should include,a/ 
comprehensive site description^help fpcus|tiie ICs 
needed on specific areas of the site or omspecific 
environmental issues^ggion^sshould<^oid applying ICs 
to the entire site rath^than the^specific area requiring the 
restriction, where this would result in the needless 
restriction of areagthat should not have been subject to 
ICs. Thus, it isJmpbrtant to accurately describe the parcel 
bourldaries/ahd the locatibn of any residual contaminants 
a ^ e l l as'̂ proMde a map to reflect these boundaries and 

- 'locations. Appropriate mapping can show both the 
location^fsite-related contamination and where ICs have 
been impiemen'ted. It is also helpful to note the location 
of any structures (including temporary structures 
associated with response activities), zoning, ownership, 
and other information deemed relevant for the intended 
use of the site. It should be noted that the location and 
dimensions of the residual contamination may change 
over time (e.g., due to contaminant migration or 
attenuation). A number of descriptors can be used to 
characterize the location and other factors about the site. 

Information describing suggested location variables can 
be found in Section 3 of the Institidional Control Data 
Standard, StandardNo.: EX000015.1, January 6, 2006, 
Environmental Data Standards Council (EDSC). At some 
sites it may be appropriate to develop dual descriptions, 
where the EDSC standards are different from the legal 
description. 

Termination. The site manager and sitgfattorney should 
determine the criteria for terminating a particular IC and 
who will have the authority to make and impletnent that 
determination. x ^ ^ - ^fi/ ' 

4.3 Role of Local Governments andlCominunities 
W" ,-| >™-

While EPA, the state, or tribe may4ake theMead on many 
response actions, local government^^d community members 
typically plan and,regulatefland use at^alfe^ite. Local 
governments andtcommunityanembers can offer valuable 
information on the laiidyuse contrbls"'available in their area, 
and may hjelfi'develop^crSatiye solutions that can help ensure 
protection of human health Wd the environment while also 
considering the^interests ofother local stakeholders. Local 
goverrin^ts'^re often the only entities that have legal 
authoritynt'ojimplement certain types of ICs (e.g., zoning 
restrictionsp^rliere'tore, local governments and community 
members geneirally are important partners for implementing, 

.^ maintaining, and enforcing certain ICs. 

Some Potential Key Roles for Local 
Governments and Community Members 

Provide Input on the reasonably anticipated future 
use at the site. 

Provide information and input on the available land 
use controls within the jurisdiction of the local 
government. 

• Implement, maintain, and enforce zoning and 
permitting regulations. 

• Evaluate building permit requests, site plans, and 
zoning applications. 

• Provide notice to EPA and the state regarding land 
use changes at the site. 

• Provide Information relevant to the planning, 
design, and execution of periodic reviews, such as 
the CERCLA Five-Year Review (FYR) process. 

Site managers and site attorneys are encouraged to involve 
both community members and local governments early in the 
response process, and to discuss reasonably anticipated future 
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land use, public health protection goals, and the IC 
instruments being considered to achieve these goals. In 
addition, it can be important to clearly discern the regulatory 
jurisdictions of different state and local resource agencies and 
public health agencies regarding their authorities and 
programs. This process often encourages multiple face-to-face 
meetings with local officials and community members by both 
site managers and CICs. The involvement of local 
governments and community members in IC planning and 
implementation can lead to more effective and appropriate 
ICs, and avoid delays in developing them or completing the 
cleanup. 

4.4 State Assurance for Stewardship at CERCLA Fund-
lead Sites 

In general, CERCLA § 104(c)(3)(A) requires the State to 
provide assurance that it will assume responsibility for O&M 
of a Fund-financed remedial action. The NCP (40 CFR 
§ 300.510(c)(1)) provides that "the State must assure that any 
institutional controls implemented as part of the remedial 
action at a site are in place, reliable, and will remain in place 
after the initiation of O&M. The State and EPA shall consult 
on a plan for operation and maintenance prior to the initiation 
of a remedial action." These assurances are normally 
documented in a cooperative agreement for State-lead sites, or 
in a Superfund State Contract (SSC) for Fund-lead sites. 

Detailed cooperative agreements and contracts with State 
agencies may contain much more detailed information about,^, 
IC implementation than an ICIAP. These cooperative . ^ 
agreements, contracts, or commitment letters cambe used^|. 
clarify the State's role in implementing ICs that are part of'th^ 
remedy selected in the ROD. For example, they may^include 
detailed activities, deliverables, schedules, and|trackihg% 
mechanisms. However, they cannot be usedito provide Federal 
funds to the state or local agencies for majntittining and ^ 
enforcing ICs that fall under the umbrella.of 0&M.at'Fund-
lead sites. See Section 8.7 for furthe'r'details.on the'limits of 
the use of Fund money. k j f i\ 

An agreement to fund thefinitial implementation of ICs and 
formalize O&M responsibilitieSsmaji enable the State to 
provide the necessary^assurancei^M^'ever, if the State is 
unwilling or unable/to"prqyide this assurance, the site manager 
and site,attorney|nay neetffijcbnsider other ICs or, if 
necessary, chobseiaiiNalternafe remedy that does not need ICs 
to ensure^^tectivenessr'Therefore, it is important that a site 
manager and site atto.mey fully understand the capability and 
willingness of thfeState to provide assurances for ICs before 
Superfund remedy decisions are made. 

Prior to initiating a time-critical or non-time-critical removal 
action. Regions are encouraged to seek a written commitment 
from the State, local government, or PRP that they will 
assume responsibility for ICs. Where the State will be 
responsible for the ICs following a non-time critical removal 
action, the request for commitment could be included in the 

applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs) 
request letter (which may already be happening prior to 
signature of the decision document). For PRSCs, the Region 
is encouraged to obtain the commitment prior to initiating the 
removal action. For an emergency removal, the Region may 
seek a written commitment after initiating the removal action. 
See Superfund Removal Procedures - Removal Enforcement 
Guidance for On-Scene Coordinators, OSWER 9360.3-06, April 
1992. •̂ *""v' 

4.5 ICs and Landowners .,^-x 

Generally, owners of contaminated prG|)ert»are regponsible 
for addressing the contamination on their j^ropeft^ncluding^ 
implementing and/or maintaining-ICs. Uno&r-GERCLA, for 
instance, landowners specifically"inayj)e liable for costs 
associated with or perform&ee of thfefdleanup. 

There may be instances^under iffiy-pf the cleanup programs, 
where a restriction needS'to be jjjaced on the property of a 
landown^who did not caiiseor contribute to the 
contamination .ilfnder CERCLA, EPA has authority to obtain 
propeBt^access under § 104(e), to order parties to perform site 
cleanup under § 106, and to acquire real property interests 
under § 10^»Similar authorities may not be available to 
states or EPAliider other cleanup programs (e.g., different 
liability provisions apply to UST and RCRA cleanups). EPA 

|!strives to ensure that the parties responsible for the 
contamination implement and maintain ICs, including those 
restrictions on properties not owned by them.'^'' In such cases, 
a responsible party may need to negotiate with landowners in '" 
order to obtain cooperation or agreements to maintain an IC 
on their property. If responsible parties are unable to negotiate 
an IC with landowners, the Region may need to reassess the 
response action or pursue other strategies to implement the 
selected IC. Where responsible parties are unwilling to work 
with landowners to implement ICs, the Region should ensure 
that IC commitments or requirements made in enforcement 
documents (e.g. commitments in settlements, requirements in 
administrative orders) are met. Where landowners of 
contaminated property are unwilling to have an IC 
implemented on their property, the Region may require them 
to take an appropriate action through enforcement tools such 
as a Unilateral Administrative Order (UAO). These scenarios 
are addressed in more detail in Section 9.4 herein. 

Where a response action involves ICs that are to be 
implemented on properties owned by parties who did not 
cause or contribute to the contamination, the community 
(including all property owners involved) and local government 
should be involved early during the response process. 
Moreover, any affected landowners should be given adequate 
notice of the proposed response action and the opportunity to 
comment. This can occur, for example, in the Proposed Plan -

"Enforcement First" to Ensure Effective Institutional Controls at 
Superfund Site, OSWER Directive 9208.2, March 17, 2006. 
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and comment period process used for CERCLA remedial 
actions. 

The sections below discuss some specific considerations when 
contemplating a remedy that calls for landowners who either 
qualify for conditional limitations on, or exclusions from, 
liability or who are otherwise not liable to take steps to 
implement or maintain ICs. 

Conditional Limitations on or Exclusions from, Liability for 
Landowners of Contaminated Property. Some selected 
response actions may call for ICs to be implemented on 
properties owned by parties who did not cause or contribute to 
the contamination but nonetheless may have responsibilities 
for implementing and maintaining ICs on their properties. For 
example, the Small Business Liability Relief and Brownfields 
Revitalization Act, Pub. Law 107-118 (the Brownfields 
Amendments), enacted in January 2002, amended CERCLA to 
provide and clarify certain qualified liability limitations for 
landowners, including: (1) bona fide prospective purchasers; 
(2) contiguous property owners; and (3) innocent landowners. 
These'qualified liability limitations are conditioned on 
meeting certain threshold criteria and continuing obligations. 
Particularly relevant to ICs is the continuing obligation to 
comply with any land use restrictions and to not impede the 
effectiveness or integrity of any ICs established, relied on, or 
connected with a response action. For more information on 
these statutory liability protections available to landowners, 
see Interim Guidance Regarding Criteria Landowners Must Meet 
in Order to Qualify for Bona Fide Prospective Purchaser, ./',. 

Contiguous Property Owner, or Innocent Landowner Limitatioks 
on CERCLA Liability ("Common Elements " Gui^aiice), March,,6, 
2003. W 

they had not caused the contamination on the property. 
Similariy, EPA has issued an Interim Enforcement Discretion 
Guidance Regarding Contiguous Property Owners, January 
13, 2004, and a Final Policy Toward Owners of Property 
Containing Contaminated Aqidfers, November 1995, which 
discuss EPA's enforcement position with respect to 
contiguous property owners and owners of property that 
contains an aquifer that has become contaminated as a result 
of subsurface migration. '' X 

Additional Considerations. The challenges presehtecljby 
implementing ICs on properties owned by landownermvho 
did not cause or contribute to the contamination are! 
heightened when the desired IC is a proprietar^control. These 
challenges are significant but so/are, the benefifi of proprietary 
controls, such as their enforceability\nd lorfg-term 
effectiveness. These considerations Should be balanced when 
determining wheri to pursue'^bther types of ICs. 

IIVpLEMENTING PROPRIETARY 
CM-RObS 

/ ~ ^ i ^ : -

Proprietary controls generally use real property and contract 
law to placb.restr^tions on, or otherwise affect the use of 
property or related resources. Common examples of 
proprietary controls include covenants and easements, which 

y;''??:give their holders "property interests," or the right to restrict 
//' "^iisl^f the land, but generally not possession of the land. 

Some responses may also call for ICs on properties owned b,y 
parties subject to a liability protection (e.g./l£uidowners of 

-uncontaminated properties that have liability'^jrotection and 
the properties are otherwise integral,toa7resporise action). For 
example, an IC can be used to protect the inti^grijy'of a ground 
water sampling well that is in place tdinonte'r the migration 
of a contaminated groundvwater plume.-ItTnay be challenging 
to implement ICs in thes^cenarios becalise the landowners 
have a liability protection that shields them from liability for 
the response action. ESlyvand meaningful outreach to these 

"landowners, including dBMribing the purpose and objectives 
of the responsei'and the neeifbr the IC, is particulariy 

tantjn these" cases^ 

For landown'ei^^al'may not qualify for the qualified liability 
limitations coffilned in the 2002 Brownfields amendments, 
EPA has enforcement tools that may alleviate some concerns 
about their CERCLA liability as owners of contaminated 
property. EPA issued its Policy Towards Owners of 
Residential Properties at Superfund Sites, OSWER Directive 
9834.6, July 3, 1991, an enforcement discretion policy, the 
goal of which was to relieve residential owners of the fear that 
they may be subject to an enforcement action even though 

7 Implementing Proprietary Controls 

• Principles of Proprietary Controls (Section 5.1) 
• Proprietary Control Strategies (Section 5.2) 
• Documenting the Proprietary Control (Section 

5.3) 
• Selecting the Grantee (Section 5.4) 
• Implementing Proprietary Controls at CERCLA 

Fund-lead Sites (Section 5.5) 
• State Assurance Requirements for Acquiring 

Real Estate Interests under CERCLA (Section 
5.6) 

• Establishing ICs through RCRA Orders and 
Permits (Section 5.7) 

5.1 Principles of Proprietary Controls 

For a proprietary control to be put in place, a transaction 
typically occurs in which a property interest is conveyed from 
the owner of the land, known as the "grantor," to some other 
party who will be the "holder," also known as the "grantee." 
The term "grantee" refers to the party holding the reserved 
uses (e.g., property interests). This transfer of interest 
generally is memorialized in a written agreement, which is 
then recorded in the local land records. 

For example, a property owner (grantor) may agree to restrict 
the drilling of ground water wells on his/her property and 
grant tlie right to prohibit the drilling of wells to another party. 
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Through the recording of a proprietary control, the restricted 
uses normally are considered to be "running with land" so that 
all future owners or interest holders would be bound by them. 
Selecting an appropriate grantee can be one of the most 
critical issues in the effective implementation of a proprietary 
control, and is discussed in Section 5.4 herein. 

The implementation of a proprietary control may or may not 
be part of a larger transaction involving the sale or transfer of 
the underiying property. Some states do not consider certain 
proprietary controls (e.g., covenants) to constitute interests in 
real estate. However, the process for implementing such a 
control will typically be similar to that needed when the 
control does constitute an interest in real estate. 

Since proprietary controls rely heavily on state law and 
practice, it is important to be aware of all relevant state 
legislation and regulations. States can address some of the 
legal impediments to the long-term durability of proprietary 
controls through legislation (e.g., statutorily allowing the 
environmental covenant to "run with the land"). Several states 
have adopted some or all of UECA, model legislation that may 
reduce the legal and management complications associated 
with using environmental covenants as ICs. The site manager 
and site attorney should determine whether there are any such 
state statutes, and whether they can help ensure the 
protectiveness of the remedy before the response action is 
chosen and thereafter as part of any periodic review, 
maintenance and/or optimization of the remedy. 

5.2 Proprietary Control Strategies 

At many sites, the responsibility for implementing proprieta^^ 
controls typically rests with the responsible party o ^ ^ 
landowner. At many CERCLA Fund-lead cleanups, ER^'^r 
the State (depending on which is the lead agen^) will ^w' '^ 
typically have implementation responsibility^as^part of the 
response action. Required activities arejasually^^^umented in 
a CD or an administrative cleanuppTdeit(either unilateral or 
on consent). At a minimum, the document should state the 
objective of the IC, the location omhe prop.^ty and specific 
areas to be covered by theilC, the specific^type of proprietary 
control anticipated, the p a r t y ^ ^ will be the grantee, and a 
requirement that the responsi^^ajty provide notice to EPA 
and/or the state if the'cSitrol is violated. 

Generally, wheh'^thcvresponsible party owns the land that is 
being restricted, thesproprietary control should be 
memonalizedjn an enforceable easement or restrictive 
covenant. UH^^response action includes the use of a 
restriction on the'*use of land not owned by the responsible 
party, that responsible party should use its "best efforts"'^'' to 

"Best Efforts" is defined for the purpo.ses of the EPA CERCLA Model 
RD/RA Consent Decree to include the payment of rea,sonable sums of money 
in con.sideration of access, access easements, land/water use re.strictions, 
restrictive easements, and/or an agreement to relea.se or subordinate a prior 
lien or encumbrance (Model RD/RA Consent Decree, Office of Site 

obtain a proprietary interest. This can include responsible 
party compensation to the affected landowners for the 
proprietary control. To secure an agreement with the owner of 
the affected property as to the valuation of the property 
interests, one or more independent appraisals may be 
necessary. 

If the responsible party cannot obtain the necessary interests 
despite its best efforts, EPA and/or the state ri^^acquire the 
interests, and the responsible party may be requiredHo 
reimburse EPA and/or the state for all costs incurredHiiv^ 
acquiring the interests. EPA has authorit^^^toilicquire property 
interests for purposes of conducting remediahaetiori at 
CERCLA sites provided that the State^agrees troaecept transfer 
of the real estate interest when O&M is initial^.^'' For 
additional information on oth^rerifbrcememstrateeies that 
may be appropriate, see Section 9.4. X" Z 

For purposes^f allowing EPjVt&directly enforce certain 
proprietary^^trolsfEl^^nay pursue the role of a "third party 
beneficmry." That is, anmnfer/party such as a responsible 
partyi<pT,a state^quld serv.Ks the grantee of the easement or 
cov'enant.that'^ecifically provides third-party rights of 
enforcemehrto EPA. Other viable parties with legitimate 
interests in eri$uring ICs remain in place, such as neighbors, 
local governments, and environmental and civic organizations, 
may also act as third-party beneficiaries. This approach can 

„j^rengthen the effectiveness of the IC by providing an 
additipnal means of ensuring compliance. Site managers and 
site>attorneys should consider the third-party beneficiary 

\ a p p r o a c h whenever a proprietary control is used. For further 
jji'information on third-party beneficiary rights, see Institutional 

Controls: Third-Party Beneficiary Rights in Proprietary 
Controls, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assistance 
memorandum, April 19, 2004. 

5.3 Documenting the Proprietary Control 

As previously discussed, the form of a proprietary control 
needs to comply with the laws of the jurisdiction in which the 
property is located, and should be implementable, legally 
effective, and enforceable. The language of each document 
should be tailored to the site characteristics, IC objectives 
(land and/or resource use restrictions), and performance 
standards (if any) designated in the decision document.^' 

Remediation Enforcement, Office of Enforcement and Compliance 
Assistance. October 2009, paragraph 28). 

Although EPA may acquire property interests at remedial sites, and receive 
reimbursement for costs incurred in acquiring the interests, there is no explicit 
equivalent authority for CERCLA removal, RCRA, Brownfield, or UST 
cleanups. See discussion in Section 5.6, State Assurance Requirements for 
Acquiring Real E.state Interests Under CERCLA. 

27 
Where appropriate, use of sample language or model proprietary control 

documents may be useful. For example, some states have developed 
templates for proprietary controls consistent with their legislation, partly to 
ensure that the controls are enforceable and run with the land. Using some 
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Responsibilities and Approvals. A draft proprietary control is 
typically developed by the responsible party, EPA, and/or a 
state (depending on site lead). The site attorney and site 
manager typically would review and approve the controls. The 
responsible party may find it necessary to obtain the seryices 
of an experienced real estate attorney in the design and 
implementation of proprietary controls. This can be important 
because the exact requirements often vary by the type of 
proprietary control, the jurisdiction, and cleanup authority or 
program (e.g., RCRA, CERCLA). 

Depending upon the complexity of the control or jurisdiction, 
the proprietary control also may need to be reviewed and 
approved by EPA's OGC and/or the state attorney general. If 
it is determined that the United States is to be the grantee of a 
property interest at a private site, the U.S. Department of 
Justice (DOJ) will review and approve the title to the property 
interest to be acquired unless the assistance of another federal 
agency with delegated approval authority is obtained. Once 
the document has been approved by the regulatory agency, the 
responsible party should ensure that it is executed and 
recorded in the land records. The site manager should place a 
copy of the recorded instrument in the site file. 

Contents of a Proprietary Control Document. Proprietary 
controls, such as easements, should generally contain language 
of conveyance to effectuate a transfer of an interest in real 
property. As a general rule, such language is drafted in terms 

Provisions for third-party or other enforcement, as 
necessary; 

The parties' rights, including resource and use 
restrictions; 

Language to cleariy express whether the IC is binding on 
subsequent purchasers (i.e., that the proprietary control 
"runs with the land"); i ^ ^ 

Specific notice and approval requirements fo.r'modifying 
or terminating the IC; X X 

A requirement for notification to EPA-andtor the^tate 
prior to transfer or lease, or if thereJs an ifeiviolation; 

Information regarding indemnification>pLthe state or 
other grantee; .fy^^vX ^^^--^ 

Provision for'notificatiotivto less6es)of the IC, and 

Discussion of an&commonlawimpediments, where 
appropriate. 

J^elc 

of a grantor conveying a property interest to a grantee, 
often important for the language to clearly show the y-^--:. 
relationship of the specific IC instruments to the land and̂ v fr^ ' 
resource use restrictions called for in the decision documents 
Typically, the document should contain all subslantiye parts^bfj ,̂ 
the actual restriction, and at a minimum, normally^liould ^ ^ 
provide: '^ 

A detailed legal description of the site; 

A list of uses that will be restrictetlj^' itncted; ,> 

A clear description of who will execute the document; 

% 

When developing the legalliostrument, it may be important to 
have-̂ thevSite surveyed, have permanent monuments erected to 
property doGiiment the location of the affected area, and 
conduct a^reyjpw of title to the property to identify all parties 
who have a lieii'oh or interest in the property. Clearly defining 
property and IC boundaries may prevent unnecessary 
confusion and may facilitate beneficial reuse. Accurate maps 
should be prepared (in both paper and GIS versions) to depict 
tKe^h^sical areas subject to restrictions. These maps should 
be/hade available to the public, which can help provide notice 
atid important information about the ICs. 

A clear description of^t.h^rea?ftc|be;]r^tricted, particularly 
where less than an eniifgi is affected; 

A complete description ofthe types and location of 
residual contairiiriants^and response action components; 

Thf precijeinames of the'parties involved (including the 
yOTintee and eramor as they appear on title documents, and 

any«t^ji;^party beneficiaries); 

sample language can reduce the amount of time .spent drafting and negotiating 
with state agencies, responsible parties, and other entities with a role in the 
proprietary control, 

'>8 

Depending upon state law, a covenant may not represent an interest in real 
property. For example, state law may specify that an environmental covenant 
does not constitute an interest in real property if a state agency is the grantee 
nor has "agency" status under UECA. 

Finally, the site manager and site attorney should attempt to 
resolve any "subordination" issues eariy in the IC evaluation 
and selection process before implementing a proprietary 
control. As a general rule, in most states, real property 
interests are generally prioritized according to the order in 
which they are recorded in the land records. A property may 
be subject to several recorded interests, such as mortgages, tax 
liens, utility easements, and judgments. In addition, a property 
may have surface land rights that may be separate from 
mineral or water rights and the separate rights may need to be 
considered in drafting effective proprietary controls. To avoid 
a situation where a proprietary control is subordinate to a prior 
or "senior" interest, a subordination agreement may be used to 
switch the priority around. A subordination agreement is a 
legally binding agreement by which a party holding an 
otherwise senior lien or other property interest consents to a 
change in the order of priority relative to another party holding 
an interest in the same real property. Obtaining a 
subordination agreement can help ensure that the IC is 
enforceable against all parties with an interest in the property 
and not extinguished if a senior lien holder forecloses on the 
property. 

In order to understand whether a subordination agreement is 
necessary, it normally is important to conduct a thorough title 
search to identify all parties holding prior interests in the 
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property. Unrecorded interests, such as leases, may also need 
to be subordinated to ensure that lessees abide by the 
easement/covenant. If subordination of senior interests is not 
possible, the lead agency should frequently notify the 
holder(s) of the senior interest(s), and identify the risk of harm 
that could occur, and the potential liability that may arise, if 
the recorded environmental restrictions are not respected. 

5.4 Selecting the Grantee 

Another critical issue in the effective implementation of a 
proprietary control can be the selection of the holder of the 
property interest or covenant (i.e., the "grantee"). Generally, 
the grantee, sometimes referred to the "holder," holds the 
covenant or title to the real property interest and has the 
primary responsibility for maintaining and enforcing the 
proprietary control. Examples of possible grantees of a 
property interest or covenant include states, responsible 
parties, local governments, civic or other associations (if 
authorized under federal, state, or local law to hold title to real 
property and take legal action to maintain an IC), conservation 
organizations, trusts, and other appropriate third parties. EPA 
may be the grantee at remedial action sites under CERCLA. 
Finally, if proprietary controls are implemented under state 
legislafion that is tailored to the requirements of ICs (e.g., a 
state's adoption of UECA), it may be possible for a grantor of 
a property interest or covenant to also be the grantee. 

Because of the important role a grantee plays in establishing 
and maintaining a proprietary control, a thorough evaluation 
of the viability of potential grantees and covenant holders^ j 
should be performed prior to, or during, the response selection 
process. In evaluating potential grantees, consideration should' 
be given to: (1) whether the potential grantee is likely^to exist 
for the duration of the control; (2) whether thc/grante^yis 
willing and able to maintain the IC (e.g., bwxpending 
necessary funds to maintain the control or/a|dng legal ac'tion 
against any party that violates the proprietary c^it|oI); and (3) 
whether it is appropriate to assign this Feiponsibiljty to an 
enfity that is not accountable through^a"T;D, order, permit, or 
other enforceable instrument (unless^JE^^^the State is a 

third-party beneficiary). lf|»suitabfe*gcantee cannot be 
identified, then alternative ISspr^a change in the engineered 
response may be necessary. 

the 
undSF 

Selecting a Grantee Unden^fHRCLA. EPA may.choose to be 
intee of a proprietary>control at remedial action sites 
GEfeCLA to ensure that site use is consistent with the 

remedy. E P T ^ I S O may perform this role where the land 
subject to restrietipris belongs to a responsible party under 
CERCLA but^te owner of the property cannot create a 
proprietary control through a conveyance to himself/herself 
under the laws of the state. However, CERCLA requires that 
the state must agree to accept transfer of certain real estate 
interests following completion of the remedial action. 

If it is ultimately determined that the United States will be 
acquiring a real estate interest, 40 USC § 3111 requires, as a 

precondition of acquisition, that the Attorney General review 
and approve the sufficiency of the title. This means that title 
evidence must be obtained, the land must be physically 
inspected, and the conveyance instrument must be prepared. 
Authority to review and approve the title rests with the Land 
Acquisition Section, Environment and Natural Resources 
Division of DOJ and with certain other federal agencies with 
delegated authority, such as the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. More detailed procedural guidanceWayailable in 
DOJ's y4 Procedural Guide for the Acquisition of Reat-Property 
by Government Agencies (1972). Although tjiis guide'^niayjbe 
out of date with regard to appraisal mattefsv^iPis still current 
with regard to direct acquisition (negouatedpirchase) and 
condemnation procedures. Also, DOiWTitle Stdhdards 2001 
contains detailed information on^^ceptab^e^orms of title 
evidence and requirements fop't'lieibrm of conveyance to the 
United States. ,.™, 

Selecting a GranteeMnder RCRAsfh contrast to CERCLA, 
RCRA dqesliot expressh|grant/EPA authority to acquire 
properLy^ntere^ in ordekt'^conduct cleanups. Therefore, if a 
proprie'tary conWbl creates/an interest in real property, EPA 
may notfc&jtlie grantee in a RCRA cleanup. However, where 
the cleanu*Q|||being done under an authorized state hazardous 
waste progr^^h^s ta te may have the authority to serve as the 
grantee. 

If the state cannot be the grantee, the owner/operator or third 
pafty^hould be designated as the holder of the property 
interest. If the property in question is being sold, the 
pwner/operator can retain a limited interest while conveying 
the title to the buyer. If part of the response relies on the seller 
or other third party to retain a limited interest, consideration 
should be given as to whether the seller will be able and 
willing to enforce the control for the duration of the IC. If the 
site is cleaned up under an order, the order can require the 
selling owner/operator to effectively enforce the control. Lf it 
is being done under a permit, steps should be taken to ensure 
that long-term enforcement is not lost through expiration of -
the permit. Otherwise, consideration should be given to 
requiring the owner/operator to transfer the retained interest to 
a third party (e.g., a land trust or local government), or 
identifying a third-party beneficiary that is willing to assume 
enforcement responsibilities. 

Other Considerations in Selecting Grantees. A responsible 
party may become the grantee by acquiring a real property 
interest from other landowners as part of its obligation to 
ensure that the response action is properly implemented. By 
taking title to an easement or similar property interest, the 
party or facility owner/operator typically ensures that it will be 
in a position to maintain the IC. Furthermore, it will often 
have an incentive to maintain the IC because a failure could 
make further response actions necessary. If enabled under
state law, the lead agency should be designated as a third-party 
beneficiary. Third-party beneficiary status should allow the 
lead agency (the beneficiary) to enforce the restrictions of the 
covenant or easement. If the lead agency cannot enforce the 
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_IC as a third party, the lead agency may be able to compel the 
responsible party (e.g., the facility owner/operator) to carry 
out its obligations under a CD, order, or permit. If the 
responsible party is unresponsive or bankrupt, this approach 
may be ineffective and, al a minimum, the enforcement of the 
control may be substantially delayed. 

If a responsible party owns the property that is subject to an 
IC, it may also reserve the property interest or covenant when 
selling the property. A potenfial disadvantage of this approach 
can be that the proprietary control may not be implemented 
until the sale. In this situation, the enforcement document 
normally should provide assurances (e.g., specify that the 
owner will reserve the property interest or covenant upon sale 
of the property, will comply immediately with the ICs, and 
will place a notice of the ICs with the appropriate recorder of 
deeds shortly after the effective date of the enforcement 
document). Regardless of who holds the property interest or 
covenant, it is usually appropriate to state in the covenant or 
easement that EPA is a third-party beneficiary. To facilitate 
enforcement of the IC, the enforcement document and/or 
permit should also require notice to EPA and/or the state, as 

- appropriate, upon any breach of the IC. 

5.5 Implementing Proprietary Controls at CERCLA Fund-
lead Sites 

If the cleanup is a CERCLA Fund-lead action, EPA or the 
State (depending upon which is the lead agency) will typically 
be responsible for ensuring that the control is implemented 
and that appropriate property interests are conveyed. For 
removal actions, EPA encourages the Regions tO|,coordiri1ite!v 
with the State, local governments and/or communitvgrouplsj^ 
prior to the initiation of the removal action, to s e e l e d . 
commitments for conducting any prescribed PRSCs a h ^ ^ s 

-and to notify the state of any recommendation^ior decisi^y* 
regarding the need for ICs. Most PRSCs andlCs following 
removal actions are conducted by the state or PRP?. If a 
commitment to implement an IC canhojbe obtai^^ prior to 
the removal action, then EPA should.Gontinue searching for 
PRPs to implement the I(^aii^^negptiafing-\^i'th the State to do 
the same. 

Administratively, the^process isi^m)lar to that taken by a 
responsible party atJanhe^^rcement-lead site. Because these 
controls^are larg|ky legal lOTature, site attorneys typically are 
responsible for*3ratting ICJanguage. However, the site 
matiageaand site attqrne./will typically work together to 
complet^thehiecessaj-y steps for actual implementadon. One 
of the key responsibilities for the site manager is to provide 
the site attorney(s) with a clear scope of the land/resource area 
to be restrictecf. Another key activity is conducting a title 

. analysis that includes an accurate legal description and 
identifies encumbrances and prior recorded interests. State 
attorneys general offices and local attorneys can be excellent 
resources for identifying the specific jurisdictional 
requirements for the control to be implemented. 

In the process of implementing a proprietary control and 
ensuring that appropriate property interests are conveyed, site 
managers and site attorneys may face issues associated with 
just compensation and the power of condemnation through the 
exercise of eminent domain. 

Property Acquisition. EPA may seek donations of property 
interests (e.g., ground water extraction right?)'jfrom 
landowners in accordance with 49 CFR § 2 1 1 0 3 ^ If a 
donation cannot be obtained, EPA may choose tb,acquire 
interests in real property through negotiated purchase^fpi/air 
market value. The costs of acquiring proper^interests/*^ 
typically would be recoverable, a factor to cbhsiderlwhen a 
property owner is a responsible party. If valuatioii'issues arise, 
the site manager should work with'the appropriate state and 
EPA Regional and HeadquarteiC3lforneys"to''resolve the issue. 
Prior to initiatingnegotiatipnf to acqliire/feal property or 
interests in real property,'EPj^^ould<establish an amount that 
it believes r^ects faifiinarket value"!'As a practical matter, the 
fair market'J^iie orrealfflroperty interests to be acquired for 
use as prbprietary controlsiinay be nominal due to offsetting 
benefitSjpf the,,cl^anup project. See section B-12 of the 
Uruforin Appraisal Standards for Federal Land A cqidsitions 
(DOJ 200()),'prepared by the Interagency Land Acquisition 
ConferenceMc^a^discussion of offsetting benefit. 

y 
Obtaining a voluntary conveyance through donation or 

-v/negotiation is preferred over initiating a condemnation action. 
Federal real property acquisition regulations require agencies 
to hiake every reasonable effort to acquire real property 
•xpeditiously by negotiation (see 49 CFR § 24.102(a)). 

However, if a property owner is unwilling to sell, is willing to 
sell but agreement cannot be reached on price, or if the owner 
is unable to correct title defects, the lead agency may, under 
certain circumstances, initiate condemnation proceedings 
under federal or state law.''" If condemnation is being 
considered under CERCLA § 104(j), the site manager and site 
attorney should contact OGC for assistance and should ensure 
that EPA has obtained the requisite assurance from the state to 
accept the transfer of the interest once O&M has begun for 
that portion of the remedial action. If condemnation is sought 
under other authorities, coordination with experts under those 
authorities should be initiated early in the process. 

5.6 State Assurance Requirements for Acquiring Real 
Estate Interests under CERCLA 

EPA can acquire real property or any interest in real property 
at Fund-lead and enforcement-lead sites under CERCLA § 
104(j) to conduct a remedial action provided that the state 

19 
This regulation, promulgated under the Uniform Relocation Assistance and 

Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 as amended, addresses 
requirements for donations of real property for federal and federally-assisted 
projects. 

Some state agencies may not have powers of eminent domain. 
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agrees to accept transfer of the real estate interests when O&M 
is initiated. In accepting the transfer of real property interests 
from EPA, the state's CERCLA liability as an owner is limited 
by CERCLA § 104(j)(3). There is no authority equivalent to 
that of CERCLA § 104© for Superfund removal, RCRA, 
Brownfield, or UST cleanups. For this reason, if EPA provides 
oversight or is otherwise involved in a cleanup other than a 
Superfund remedial action, EPA is not expressly authorized by 
statute to acquire real property. However, the state may have 
such authority as a matter of state law. In most UECA states, 
as long as EPA is not the holder, EPA's enforcement status as 
"agency" is not considered a real property interest and 
therefore not subject to § 104(j) assurance requirements (for 
more discussion, see Section 9.3). 

Whether a specific proprietary control constitutes a real estate 
interest under CERCLA § 104(j), thereby requiring state 
assurance, is a complicated issue that requires site-specific 
determinations. If there is a question regarding whether 
specific proprietary controls would require state assurances 
under § I04(j)(2), the site attorney should consult with OGC 
to determine whether a specific proprietary control would 
require state assurances under § 104(j)(2). 
The procedures for acquiring interests in real property are 
subject to the provisions of EPA's CERCLA Delegation 14-
30, "Acquisition of Real Property." Among other things, this 
delegation describes the approvals needed for the acquisition 
of real property. Acquisition by EPA of interests in real 
property should be coordinated with OSRTI, OSRE, and 
OGC.^' 

In the event that it is necessary for EPA to acquire a real* 
property interest, and the state assurance requirement undei^ 
104(1) applies, the state must provide written assujaijc^prior 
to such transfer that it will accept the transfer ofthe i n t ^ s L / 
following completion of the remedial action>(rhis assurance 
should then be documented through a SSGrcboperative 
agreement, or other authorized signed-d.oeumeritP^hfcre are a 
few challenges common to transfer^^ofjeal estat^interests 
from EPA to a state. For example,ssome statgagencies lack the 
authority to accept a real ^statfi intefest.transfer. In other 
states, real property transfers^can be accepted, but they are 
managed by a property manageinenttegency and not by an 
environmental agenex^^otentialLyJeading to unreliable 
maintenance and enforceinent ofthe IC. A few state agencies 
have authority tKlransfer real'estate interests to third parties 
such/astepnservatiohjtrustsrThis situation may present 
challenges for some states because the state is still required to 
provide assurances under § 104(j)(2). Therefore, it is 
important that^hefsite manager and site attorney understand 
the state-specific requirements prior to the selection of ICs that 
require a property acquisition. 

A number of options can be considered if a state is unable to 
provide assurance that it will accept transfer of real estate 
interests. One option is to use other types of ICs, e.g., — 
governmental controls. Another option is to have the real 
property interest conveyed to a party other than the state. For 
example, if a third party acquires a real estate interest and 
holds it in its own name, the exercise of CERCLA § 104(j) 
authority may not apply because EPA has nd^acquired a real 
property interest. To minimize disruptions t o i h ^ k 
implementation ofthe remedy, the best pracdce i^ro>raise the 
issue of real property acquisition early, such as during the/* -
RI/FS or development ofthe proposed pla^and certaiiiiy 
before the State concurs on the ROD. /f' 

As a general matter, EPA in practice transfers^r 
real property interests before a*'Superfund site en 

"•'̂ , regardless of who^^lll ultimaTeiy'accept the real 

releases all 
enters the O&M I property 

phase ,__^ ,.__ 
estate interest (e.'g^ the state^on^spme other entity). Prior to 
selection of the remed)^-,jhe siteknaifager and site attorney 
should thotmighly evSlilate the transferee's willingness and 
capabiUty to fulfill its IC*r|sp^nsibilities for the expected life 
of the'Ii r 
5.7 Estabiishinglps through RCRA Orders and Permits 

Many of the considerations in establishing ICs at CERCLA 
sites also apply to Brownfields, UST, and RCRA corrective 
gption sites. However, the requirements under these cleanup 
prpgrams are often imposed through legal instruments that 
differ from one program to another. In the RCRA program, 
tales play a key role by imposing ICs under their own 

authorities as part of their cleanup activities. 

For RCRA cleanups and post-closure care, enforceable 
requirements will generally be established through a permit 
(e.g., the corrective action portion of an operating permit, or a 
post-closure permit), or by EPA through an order under 
RCRA § 3008(h) or § 7003. RCRA § 7003 allows EPA to 
require cleanup where there is potential imminent and 
substantial endangerment related to either solid or hazardous 
waste. In addition, RCRA § 7003 does not distinguish between 
on-site and off-site contamination. If there is solid waste as 
defined by RCRA § 1004(27), and the other elements have 
been met, there is no need to show the existence of a 
hazardous waste to require cleanup. 

Permits and orders alone can impose enforceable restrictions . 
on the use of property by the facility owner/operator. Orders 
and permits can be crafted to require that the owner/operator 
refrain from selling the land unless the purchaser agrees to (1) 
abide by the restrictions contained in the order or permit; and 
(2) require any future purchasers to do the same. RCRA 
permits for treatment, storage, and disposal have a statutory 
duration of ten years and should be renewed as needed to 

For more information, see CERCLA Delegation 14-30 
" "Completion ofthe remedial action" is the point at which O&M measures 

would be initiated pursuant to 40 CFR § 300.435(0 
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ensure maintenance of corrective measures and ICs. Although 
orders don't expire, care should be taken when drafting orders 
to ensure that enforceable IC provisions continue to remain in 
effect. 

In cases where it is necessary for the restrictions to extend 
beyond the period of performance of a permit or order, 
proprietary controls should be crafted that run with the land 
and bind future landowners, as well as the current 
owner/operator, where feasible given state law requirements. 
For example, a permit or order may direct the owner/operator 
to convey such an interest to someone who will then maintain 
the IC (i.e., a proprietary control). RCRA facility owners may 
also be required to reserve a property interest when they sell 
the property and to make the lead agency a third-party 
beneficiary. Model permit and order language does not yet 
exist under RCRA for this purpose, although several states are 
developing such models.. If subordination of senior interests 
is not possible, the lead agency should frequently notify the 
holder(s) ofthe senior interest(s), and idenfify the risk of harm 
that could occur if the recorded environmental restrictions are 
not respected. 

6. IMPLEMENTING GOVERNMENTAL 
CONTROLS 
State, tribal, and local governments generally have a broad 
range of regulatory authority to implement a variety of ICs. 
The authority of government to exercise controls to protect tjfe' 
public's health, safety, and general welfare is refeired to as 
"police power." This authority may include the^bility t6^W^ 
impose certain land-use controls and ground water restrictions: 
require informational devices (e.g., notices), and establish 
building codes and state registries of contamirated sitesT^ 
among other things. These regulatory and irfformational 
devices may serve as highly effective ICs<if tfey^are 
appropriately implemented, maintained^nd enforced. In some 
cases, existing state or local governmenn^egulations may serve 

. as ICs. In other cases, new state or|lo^l lawJor regulations 
may be most appropriate.^'Sit^attoiraeys-shbuld review state or 
local laws and regulafions, as tl̂ ey pertain to ICs at a specific 
site if the site manager is considering relying on or utilizing a 
state or local land us^j^vor otHeritype of local law to put ICs 
in place at a site,. | 

Sta^e^nd^local gov^rnmejifs may impose land use and other 
" governrhen|pontrols at̂ tiheir discretion. EPA has no authority 
to compel state>or local governments to amend or adopt new 
regulations to^impose an IC, or to keep regulations that impose 
an IC. Any co/nrols established in this way generally operate 
independently of RCRA and CERCLA, and are enforced 
through local governmental processes or state law, where 
applicable. Because each state and local government has 
different laws and regulafions on land use, the site attorney 
should review those laws and regulations as they pertain to the 
ICs at a specific site. Where appropriate, the site manager or 

site attorney may consider providing information on the role 
of ICs in EPA cleanup programs to local governments. 

In addition, when a local government is responsible for, or 
participates in, planning, implementing, maintaining, or 
enforcing governmental controls, site managers and site 
attorneys are encouraged to reach a common understanding 
with the state, tribal and local governments before the ICs are 
implemented to document and clarify the roles;»V 
responsibilities, and legal authorities. Details of s'lich,,̂  
arrangements should be included in the ICIAP or equivalent 
plan. 

/ ( / y 
Implementing Governmental Controls 

• Ground Water Use Restrictions (Section 6.1) 
• Zoning ,OrdinancesKSectlorit6f2) 
• FIshlng'̂ Bans and Wiitenway Use Restrictions 

Other Uses of«StateAnd Local Police Power 
(Sectlon6.4) ^ 
Co9perative Agreements to Support Initial 
Implementation of ICs at CERCLA Fund-lead 
Slt.eSi,(Sectlon 6.5) 

6.1 Ground yVater Use Restrictions 

IGround water use restrictions are frequently used to limit or 
'prohibit certain uses of ground water. Implementation of such 
restricfions normally depends upon state laws governing 

round water ownership and use. Numerous states have 
''adopted laws that could be used to restrict ground water use at 
contaminated sites. Ground water laws commonly involve 
water-use restrictions and well construction and abandonment 
requirements. This is a broad category and such restrictions 
can take a variety of forms, including: the establishment of 
ground water management zones or protection areas; 
prohibitions or limitations on certain uses of ground water in 
particular areas; capping or closing of wells; and limitations 
on the drilling of new wells. The State of Florida, for 
example, has five water management districts which protect, 
maintain and improve water quality including ground water. 
A consumptive use program and a program to close old, 
and/or abandoned wells and the proper construction of new 
wells, are among the regulatory programs each water 
management district may implement. 

State and tribal agencies with the authority to establish ground 
water use restrictions typically have a well-defined 
administrative process. For example, the California's State 
Water Resources Control Board, which has joint authority 
over water allocation and water quality protection, guides nine 
Regional Water Quality Control Boards located in the major 
watersheds of the state. The regional boards serve as the 
frontline for state and federal water pollution control efforts. 

In many cases, the implementation of state or local ground 
water use restrictions takes a significant amount of time. For 
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this reason, the site manager is encouraged to ensure 
coordination can begin eariy and to actively monitor the 
progress in implementing this type of IC. 

Well construction permit processes can also be used to 
implement restrictions on ground water use. A number of state 
and local governments have adopted statutes controlling new 
well installations and requiring permits for existing wells. 
These permitting programs may include requirements for well 
installation, licensing of well drillers, prohibitions or 
restrictions on the drilling of new wells in areas of 
contamination, and requirements and controls on the operation 
of wells (withdrawal rates/pumping rates). These types of 
governmental controls also often have specific administrative 
processes. The site manager should ensure that early 
coordinafion occurs with the appropriate permitting agency 
and should proactively monitor and verify that the permit 
restrictions continue for as long as they are needed. 

6.2 Zoning Ordinances 

Generally, zoning is also an exercise of state and local 
government "police power." Zoning ordinances typically 
consist of a map indicating the various land-use zones in the 
community, and text that sets forth the regulations for the 
development of land. An ordinance may regulate land use, 
building height, area of structures, density of population, and 
the overall intensity of use. Zoning can serve as an effective 
mechanism when a large number of parcels are affected by a 
response action. For example, an overlay zone could be used.^ 
to restrict development along a contaminated stream 

The authority to regulate land use, with the exception of 
federal lands, generally falls within the domain of state and 
tribal governments. However, states generally delegateiBiuch 
of this regulatory authority to municipal andcounty \r^?^ 
governments. Therefore, the site manager an,^^te attorn^ 
will often work with municipal and county officials regarding 
zoning ICs. J T ^ ^ » y ^ 

Implementing Zoning Controls. Tojgvaluate'the effectiveness 
of zoning controls, the si^manageria^^ire attorney should 
first determine which locargbvernment, if any, has zoning 
jurisdiction over a site.Jhe sitepianager and site attorney 
should then meet witnnhe^planning staff of the jurisdiction to 
discuss the objectives of tHe cleanup, the potential role of ICs 
in that<cleanup^nd?specifie''land-use regulations that may be 
cons'i'dered.to meeri:fiose»Objectives. Administrative controls 
vary by jurisdiction sj^thin each state. However, there are 
conventionalipjactices that are common among most 
jurisdictions. •̂ 

Unless a re-zoning (i.e., a zoning ordinance amendment to 
change the zoning designation of one or more parcels) is done 
as part of a jurisdiction-wide comprehensive plan and zoning 
ordinance amendment, it will typically require a formal 

application by the owner ofthe parcel to be re-zoned. ' In 
most cases, a series of public hearings before a planning 
commission and/or governing body (e.g., city council, county 
board of supervisors) will then follow. It may be important for 
the site manager, site attorney, and/or other agency 
representatives to participate in these hearings to explain the 
cleanup process, the potential need for a proposed IC and to 
answer questions posed by members ofthe public, planning_ 
commissioners, and members of the jurisdictioa's^governing 
body. 

Final approval or denial ofthe zoning apjSlication will' 
generally come from the governing body oMlitejurisdiction. If 
the application is denied, the applicant^may explore options 
for modifying the application and/or appealingrthe decision 
either within the jurisdiction (e'Tgit'̂ 'vwth a zoning board of 

lis), or in a s,tate or federal court\det5ending appeals), 
nature of the challenge. 

court>,dependi ig upon the 

Limitation^qf^Zoniri^XGbntrols/Although zoning ordinances 
can be useful tools, they camhSve significant limitations. For 
example, the ^h igg designation in a particular area may be of 
l imlfe^^^don. An area can be re-zoned and/or zoning 
variancesSay be granted. Therefore, it may be important to 
regulariy evalMtef^hether the local zoning ordinance is still in 
place and is operating in a way that continues to ensure the 
effectiveness'and integrity of the cleanup and its objectives. 
Iphus, zoning may not be a fully effective mechanism unless it 
i s ! ^^ne ly maintained and enforced over the long-term. 

Local governments may not have the resources necessary for 
such oversight. The site manager and site attorney may 
consider using CERCLA §104(d) cooperative agreements at 
Fund-lead sites to fund the initial (but not O&M) 
implementation of ICs. Funding agreements between 
responsible parties and local governments also may provide 
resources to the local government for activities that are not 
considered normal functions of government, including costs 
for implementing, maintaining, and/or providing notice of any 
changes in zoning or site use. 

Site managers and site attorneys should also be aware that 
some zoning ordinances can use cumulative zoning, meaning 
that less intensive uses, such as single family homesj may be 
permitted in zones designated for intensive, industrial uses. 
Therefore, even where the site is located in an industrial zone, 
an amendment may be needed to prohibit less intensive land 
uses, such as new residential buildings. Finally, some 
jurisdictions explicitly state the activities allowed in each 
district while others identify only activities that are prohibited. 
It is important that the site manager and site attorney 
understand whether the restrictions will be adequately 
addressed using the jurisdictional definitions. 

33 

The sue manager and site attorney may negotiate a consent decree, an 
administrative order and/or permit language that requires the property owner 
to apply for a zoning change, if necessary. 
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6.3 Fishing Bans and Waterway Use Restrictions 

Commercial fishing bans are sometimes used as a 
governmental control to ban commercial fishing for specific 
species or sizes offish or shellfish. Usually, state public 
health agencies and/or resource agencies establish these bans. 
Another governmental control that may be used is a waterway 
use restriction where subsurface contamination remains in 
place. The restriction typically is placed to ensure the 
integrity ofthe remedy (e.g., capping). State and local 
agencies may be responsible for enforcing this type of 
restriction. 

6.4 Other Uses of State and Local Police Power 

In addition to land-use controls such as zoning and subdivision 
ordinances, local governments may exercise their police 
power to protect the public in other ways. For example, they 
may adopt ordinances that regulate certain acfivities on 
contaminated sites that could threaten human health or the 
environment; an ordinance, for example, might include a ban 
on swimming or other potentially inappropriate activities in 
specified areas. State or local governments also could require 
that anyone seeking a building permit for construction 
activities in a particular area be notified of contamination and 
informed of any relevant management standards. Such 
measures could be used to control or prohibit certain types of 
construction that would result in unacceptable exposures (e.g., 
excavation in areas where subsurface contamination has not 
been fully removed). Excavafion issues may also be j ^ , . 
addressed, to some extent, through an already existing state QX' 
local government requirement to contact a designated office 
(e.g., an existing "One-Call" excavation notification systera;^^)| 
before excavating. 

6.5 Cooperative Agreements to Support M p a l 
Implementation of ICs at CERCLA FunWiad Sites 

The site manager and site attorney may'cpnsider^^usin'g 
CERCLA § 104(d) cooperative agreements, as appropriate, to 
support the initial (but not 0&M)ftm^ementation of ICs by 
state and local governmei^^f*Superfun^£und-lead sites. 
CERCLA'authorizes EPAl^fenter inl^^wperative 
agreements with state and locaM^^rnments to help conduct 
response actions at rSiffiaial actilS^ites and non-time-critical 
removal sites. A5uperfun<l|cMperative agreement is the 
assistance vehieli^hat transfers EPA funds for a response to 
statSHriwal, or locafeovernments and documents both EPA 
and recipiMLresponsibilities for a site. EPA will generally 
enter into copperatiye agreements with the state-lead agency 
(usually the staters pollution control agency) as designated by 
the state's gOYernor and, less commonly, with local 
governments. To involve other essential state agencies, the 
state-lead agency typically enters into an intergovernmental 

For more information about state one-call systems, please see 
http://www.epa.pov/oswer/docs/iwp/OneCall.pdf 

agreement with these other agencies. States may also enter 
into intergovernmental agreements with local governments as 
an alternative to a direct cooperative agreement between EPA 
and the local government. 

Cooperative agreements should not be used to support 
activifies that are considered normal functions of state or local 
government. If the implementation of a specific IC would 
require the state or local government to perform activities that 
are not within its normal governmental functions,;tHose 
activities may be funded. Such activities, including'cijstsfor 
implementing, maintaining, and/or provjdirigfnotice oiany 
changes in zoning or site use, may alsott)e fundedj,tfirough 
funding agreements between responsible parties*and local 
government. 

It is important to note that^EPA does riot generally use the 
Fund to pay directly for IClrib"riitoring'Or enforcement at 
removal sites. The Fund may, however, pay for IC monitoring 
where the reffioval i ^ ^ a m is handing over responsibility for 
the site,tG the remedial program and before the remedy has 
been/Coiistructed)and has ceached O & M . 

At remedial'sites, CERCLA prohibits the use of Fund monies 
for O&M activities', including the processing of permit 
applications fwprojects at sites where there is an IC in place 
(see Section 877). 

7);JMPLEMENTING INFORMATIONAL 
DEVICES 
Informational devices are designed to provide information or 
notification that residual or contained contamination remains 
on site. Typical information devices include state registries, 
notices filed in local land records, tracking systems, and 
advisories. 

Implementing Informational Devices 

• Recorded Notices (Section 7.1) 
• State Registries of Contaminated Sites (Section 

7.2) 
• Advisories (Section 7.3) 
• Community Involvement (Section 7.4) 

7.1 Recorded Notices 

Unlike proprietary controls, notices contained in deeds or 
other instruments to be filed in the local land records are not 
intended to convey an interest in real property. Consequently, 
such notices do not serve as enforceable restrictions on the 
future use of the property. As a matter of practice, such notices 
are contained in deeds conveying real property or an interest 
therein or some other written instrument that would be 
examined during a title search on a particular parcel or parcels. 
These documents are intended to provide notice to anyone 
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reviewing the chain of title (e.g., lenders, prospective 
purchasers) regarding contamination on the property and to 
identify whether there are resulting restrictions. As a result, 
where exposure should be limited, a notice in a deed or other 
instrument alone generally will not be sufficient to assure 
protectiveness. Nevertheless, often there are benefits from the 
use of such notices. For example, notices may effecdvely 
discourage developers from purchasing the property for 
inappropriate land uses and lenders from funding development 
for such uses. 

Notices to be filed in the local land records have been 
commonly used for general notification of site conditions in 
remedies under RCRA, Brownfields, UST, and CERCLA 
programs. This includes, for example, the requirements of 
§ 120(h)(3) of CERCLA pertaining to federal facilities or the 
model RD/ RA CD requirement that any settling defendant 
owner record a notice to successors-in-title informing future 
owners of the NPL listing, the ROD, and the CD. See Model 
RD/RA Consent Decree, Office of Site Remediation Enforcement, 
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assistance. October 
2009, section v, paragraph 9). 

Additionally, there are explicit notice requirements for certain 
situations under RCRA. Specifically, 40 CFR § 264.119(b)(1) 
states that for post-closure notices, owners/operators of RCRA 
hazardous waste disposal units are responsible for submitting 
a survey plat and ensuring that a permanent notation is made 
on the deed staring that: (1) hazardous waste management 
occurred on the property; (2) its use is restricted under RCRA^« 
40 CFR § 264 Subpart G; and (3) the survey plat and other 
applicable information is available at the local zoning 
authority or other authority with jurisdiction over local lanJi 
use and with the EPA Regional Administrator. Acepraing to "^^ 
40 CFR § 264.119(b), these acuons must be compTel^^ithin'''^ 
60 days of closure certification. Because individual state^^ 
requirements for Brownfields and UST s i tes |y^ , the site 
manager and site attorney should research the*SRe.cifiG 
requirements within the appropriate^junsdiction. 

Notices can be somewhattcasier to develojgpd implement 
than proprietary controls. Ssfpficcs typicall^onsist of a legal 
description of the propert.yand^a description of the type, 
location, and concentration orresidual contamination and any 
associated use restrictibn'^The drafter(s) of the notice should 
take care»to avoidvjinintentionally suggesting that the nofice 
creat^^ghts ana/phobliga^tions. For example, the recording 
requireinents of sortiefjufisdictions may actually require the 
conveyancebf.a propfefty interest as a condition of filing an 
instrument ihihei^de'ed records. 

The site attorney may work with an attorney familiar with the 
recording statutes of the jurisdiction where the site is located 
to determine the requirements and limitations for recording 
notices. This should be done well in advance of selecting a 
notice as part of the response action. For example, a statute 
may indicate what documents are recordable, the contents of a 
recordable document, and the procedures for their recordation. 

Also, jurisdictions vary on whether the landowner's approval 
is needed to record a notice. In some jurisdictions, third parties 
can record notices, whereas in other jurisdictions only the 
landowner can record a notice. In jurisdictions that allow the 
removal of the notice by the owner at any time, the 
enforcement device and/or permit should be clear that the 
notice must remain in the land records. Also, a small number -
of jurisdictions remove nofices after a specifi^c|period of fime. 
In these jurisdictions the enforceable agreemerit%nd/or permit 
should have a re-filing requirement for the notice;*^ 

7.2 State Registries of Contaminated^Sitea 

Some states maintain registries of contaminatedjsites, which 
can act as an informafional IC. T-hajegistneSfOften include a 
list of contaminated sites in the'state|annual reports to the 
legislature summarizing th^^tatus of'eaeM'site on the registry; 
requirements foriiticlusion b'Mlnotice/in deeds that the site is 
contaminated'and requirementsMiat any person conveying. 
title to property on the-tegistry disclose to all potential 
purchasers thatsthe propeYty.is'bn the registry. Some laws 
providevthat th&il^e of property or il̂ e of property on the registry cannot be 

ihanged without the state's approval. The site 
manager"*^B^te attorney should determine whether such 
registries exi^piafly in the response action evaluation process. 

A potential limitation of the use of state registries as ICs is 
.jijthat the procedure for listing and removing ICs from registries 

vary^by state and are often discretionary, potentially making 
theiavailable site information inconsistent or out of date. In 
addition, information contained in a registry may not be 
consistently accessed by prospective developers or local , 
government officials in the development application review 
process. Nevertheless, registries can be useful in combination" 
with other measures as part of an overall response for a site by 
providing information to the public and regulators. 

7.3 Advisories 

Advisories are typically publicly issued warnings that provide 
notice to potenfial users of a land, surface water, ground water, 
or other resource of some existing or potential risk associated 
with that use. For example, an advisory may be issued to 
owners of private wells in areas where contamination has been 
detected in ground water at levels that pose a threat to human 
health; or a state may issue fish consumption advisories^^ to 
protect people from the risks of eating contaminated fish 
caught in local waters. Advisories are generally issued by 
public health agencies, either at the federal, state, or local level 
(e.g., health advisories issued by the U.S. Agency for Toxic 
Substances and Disease Registry under CERCLA 
§ 104(i)). The site manager and site attorney should work 
closely with Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease 

"" Unlike fishing bans, fish consumption advisories are not enforced by a State 
or local agencies but rather provide notice to the public of risks posed by 
contamination. 
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Registry (ATSDR), state or local government officials to 
discuss the appropriateness of such advisory services, and to 
explore options for supporting advisories. Depending on the 
situation, certain advisories have a specific threshold that must 
be met for issuance. Therefore, the site manager and site 
attorney should coordinate early with the appropriate agencies 
if an advisory will be a component of the response. 

7.4.Community Involvement 

Due to the nature of informational devices, particularly 
advisories, community involvement and outreach are often an 
important part of the process. Consideration should be given 
to using multiple tools to inform the community such as web 
sites, mailings, outreach to community associations, and 
possibly public meetings. Informed community members can 
be in a position to provide valuable information on possible IC 
breaches that might otherwise go unnoficed. In developing 
informafional devices, it is helpful to provide information 
about the ICs and contact information for reporting a breach. 

8. MAINTAINING INSTITUTIONAL 
CONTROLS 
Often the most useful post-implementafion approach to 
ensuring the long-term effecfiveness of ICs and maintaining 

'the integrity of the cleanup is rigorous periodic monitoring and 
reporting. The site manager and site attorney should examine 
available mechanisms designed to ensure IC compliance at all'" 
stages throughout the enforcement process. Generally, the^ 
responsible parfies, including federal facilifies,(ffive t h e / ^ 
primary obligation to monitor and report on the eff^tiveness^ 
of the ICs. This section discusses some of the tooJs*tjwUnay 
be available to the site manager for ensuring appropri^^ 
monitoring and reporting of ICs. />M 

• ' ^ \ - ' \ 

in ICs revealed by changes in land use before the land use 
changes actually do occur. The site manager'"' should ensure 
that there is a process in place to facilitate the routine and 
critical evaluafion ofthe ICs to determine: (1) whether the 
instrument remains in place; and (2) whether the ICs are 
meeting the stated objectives and performance goals and are 
providing the protection required by the response. 

Comprehensive monitoring is generally more effective when 
there is eariy planning and coordination, a clear delineation of 
roles and responsibilities, and detailed reporting reqiiirements. 
In most situafions, it is recommended that-monitoring and 
reporting requirements be layered to increase thi^likelihood 
t h a t Qn\f hrPQr.hf»c \17ill t^p r i f^ i f .n i fA ^ a r l l / ' / g / r r h i ; ' 'c icci(^ninfr i 

l i t 
\ i s i i y 

that any breaches will be detected eari'y''(efg., by'assigning the 

. . \ 

Maintaining Institutional C j ^ i m l s : 

• General Conslderations|(Section 8ll) 
• Operations andtMainten*ance.(Sectlon 8.2) 
• Periodic Reviewl|(S.ectiotr8!3) 
• State, Tribal, and L^^IGovernment Overslgtit 

•Ĵ . 
(Section 8.4)i 
Out-SoureedWbnitoring (Section 8.5) 
'Community Monitoring (Section 8.6) 

J^'^fnindin^orlC Monitoring and Reporting 
\ (Sept lon8^7)X 

8.1 General Considerations 

Because land use and ownership changes can occur over a 
relatively short fime, developers and other parties may not be 
•fully aware of the ICs that have been put in place as part of a 
cleanup. It generally should be more effecfive and protective 

..of human health to proactively address potential weaknesses 

monitoring responsibility for and&to mofe^thafi one party). At 
the same time, it is importantitO ensure^hat each party with 
monitoring and reporting responsibilityiHs held accountable 
and does not make shared responsibility a reason for less 
vigilant monitoring./Where monitoring and reporting is 
assigned toWbre than bne;enfity;*a mechanism, such as the 
designation of an enfity witfctfie lead monitoring and reporfing 
resppnsibilitv^m^. be useful in ensuring a successful 
m b n i t S ^ ^ n d reporting effort. In addifion, the site manager 
may wanP^nclude frequent reminders of the restrictions via 
such means asleorrespondence, nofification in access letters 
for quarterly monitoring, and affixing warning labels to well 

.^casings that reiterate applicable restrictions. In many cases, a 
^^ood way to help ensure effective and comprehensive 
monitfl'ring is to develop and use an ICIAP or equivalent 
document early in the site management process. 

8.2 Operations and Maintenance 

Effective IC monitoring typically begins with a thorough 
understanding ofthe IC objectives and the desired audience 
for each IC, and recognifion of the potential weaknesses of 
each IC. A primary tool for site managers can be a detailed 
O&M plan, an ICLAP, or other plan related to the long-term 
stewardship of ICs which should describe at a minimum: (1) 
monitoring activifies and schedules; (2) responsibilities for 
performing each task; (3) reporting requirements; and (4) a 
process for addressing any potential IC issues that may arise 
during implementation or the reporting period. 

Provisions describing IC monitoring, reporfing, and 
enforcement mechanisms can be included in an appropriate 
decision document, ICIAP, and/or enforcement document. 
Such provisions can include a requirement in a CD to develop 
a detailed monitoring and reporting plan, or a descripfion of 
the requirements themselves. At RCRA sites with a permit or 
order in place, the IC monitoring and reporfing requirements 
may be specified in a separate document (and referenced in 
the permit or order) or in the permit and/or order itself. Most 

Even the site manager may change over time. For instance, the site 
manager who initiates the IC may be at EPA but ultimately the relevant site 
manager may become a representative from the State. 
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Brownfields and UST sites have similar decision documents, 
cooperative agreements, or work plans, and IC monitoring and 
reporfing should be included in those documents as well, ff the 
site manager anticipates that monitoring or reporting 
requirements may be changed at some point, language should 
be added to the appropriate enforceable document to explain 
the process for approval of the change. 

The requirements and frequency of IC monitoring normally 
will vary depending upon site-specific circumstances, such as 
the types of IC instruments and monitoring tools used and how 
the IC is used to help ensure protectiveness. In many cases, 
inspections and reporting can be incorporated into other site 
acfivities, such as routine ground water monitoring and annual 
reports. If, after a sufficient period, the reliability of the ICs is 
better understood, the site manager may revisit the monitoring 
pracfices on a site-specific basis. 

Long-term stewardship procedures should be in place to 
ensure proper maintenance and monitoring of effective ICs. 
The procedures can be included in the site O&M plan. The 
plan should address procedures to ensure regular inspection of 
ICs at the site; in appropriate circumstances, an annual 
certification to EPA that the required ICs are in place and 
effecfive may be useful. The entifies responsible for 
implemenfing the plan may also send annual or semi-annual 
reminder letters to property owners to remind them of the 
existence of an IC and its provisions. Addifionally, such 
enfifies should explore whether additional actions can help 
ensure compliance with the ICs. These actions could includ^ 
the development of a communicafions plan and exploringjhe 
use ofthe state's one-call system as part of long-term 
stewardship. 

8.3 Periodic Reviews 

As discussed above, monitoring should be^Siffiiciently 
frequent to ensure that ICs remain effective. liifflie^sence of 
information to support a different review^periodTWmual 
reviews are recommended. Reviews may include 
documentation to show that IGs reinain in place and are 
effecfive. When changes f^'ite coriditigns'are likely to take 
place in less than a year (e^^uhe site is an area being 
redeveloped or there,,has.been a^hange in the zoning 
designation), more/rrequiejjt^monitoring should take place. If it 
is highly/unlikel.y}that sit^cbnditions will change, a 
monitoring period^bnger than a year may be appropriate. 
S o r n e l ^ ^ ^ r regulafi^ns'may specify a minimum review 
period fo^^rtain situa'tions, such as the FYR required for 
certain Super&ind^r^medial actions. Section 121 of CERCLA 
requires FYRs when remedial actions result in hazardous 
substances, pollutants, or contaminants being left in place. 
The NCP further clarifies that FYRs are to be conducted when 
remedial actions do not allow for UU/UE. The periodic 
review provides an important opportunity for a site manager to 
conduct an objecfive review of the status and performance of 
ICs. 

During the periodic review, the site manager, facility 
owner/operator, or other review/enforcement authority 
normally should inspect the site and critically evaluate the 
effecfiveness ofthe ICs in protecting human health and the 
environment and/or ensuring the integrity of any engineered 
response action (e.g., conduct site visits, and review aerial 
photos or other physical documentation to determine if there is 
any land or resource use inconsistent with th^response). In 
addition, the site attorney should generallyrevicw^pdated 
title work to the properly to determine whether prQjjrietary 
controls have been modified or terminated, and shomONreview 
the local government's zoning regulations-fqrthe s i t e ^ 
determine if there have been any changes. Also^^e 
enforcement team should follow up on-thef'eview'provision in 
any settlement document and, if'appropriate; request that the 
settling parties invesfigate thefpei^o'mi^nce ofthe ICs. 

If the ICs are nofrin place'b^'vtnfcjtime of the periodic review, a 
schedule should be prepared thatinjdicates when the ICs are to 
be impleme'^^ and theyjerson or entity responsible for that • -
acUvit}^^ould^e idenfifi^M'f EPA determines that additional 
ICs a l ^ e c e s s a ^ t o protec^numan health and the 
enviro^^nOTie enforcement team should review the 
enforceabl^p^cument to determine if the setfiing party may be 
required to iriip'lem'ent additional ICs or take additional actions 
(e.g., enforcernent tools that may allow for modifications or 
pursuit of additional work under certain circumstances). An 

SD or ROD amendment may also be necessary at Superfund 
remedial sites if addifional ICs or other actions are necessary 
(o^if ICs are being discontinued). In the case of RCRA, when 
t̂he IC is being implemented by a facility-specific mechanism 

like a RCRA corrective action permit or order, that document 
may need to be amended to reflect the current status of the 
facility. 

8.4 State, Tribal, and Local Government Oversight 

State, tribal, and local governments are generally important 
partners in the long-term monitoring and reporting of ICs. 
Depending on the IC instrument and which agency is the lead 
agency, the state, tribal, or local government may have direct 
authority for long-term monitoring of ICs. At sites that rely 
upon state, tribal or local governments to implement, monitor 
and enforce ICs, the parties responsible for the cleanup at that' -
site should cooperate with those governmental authorities to 
ensure the ICs remain effective. The site manager and - -
responsible party are encouraged to coordinate with these 
governments when developing an approach to inspecting, 
monitoring, and reporting on ICs. Further, the site manager 
and site attorney should actively encourage the state, tribal, 
and/or local governments to undertake monitoring of ICs in 
order to avoid the need to change the response action. Such 
monitoring activities may include: 

• Inspecting and reporting on sites following the issuance of 
building/excavation permits to ensure compliance with 
their terms; 
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• Inspecting and reporting on sites for compliance with 
proprietary controls when the state or local government is 
the holder of a property interest, such as an easement; 

• Inspecting and reporting on compliance with zoning 
restrictions; and 

• Reporting proposed zoning amendments that may 
• significantly alter land use at the site or in the vicinity of 

- the site. 

State, tribal, and local government laws also may influence the 
implementation of proprietary controls. In states that have 
adopted legislation enabling environmental covenants, state 
law may specify certain criteria as to who qualifies as a 
grantee, and also may reserve enforcement authority for the 
state in the event that the state is not the grantee. Since the 
grantee may assume responsibility for monitoring and 
reporting on its status, a potential grantee should understand 
its responsibilities before accepting the conveyance of a 
proprietary control. Thus it generally is important for the site 
manager and site attorney to evaluate thoroughly the 
capability and willingness of a state, tribal, or local 
government to report on and pursue problems with the IC(s) 
for as long as it remains in place. 

In some cases, the grantee may share monitoring 
responsibilities with contractors (see discussion on third-party 
monitoring below), community stakeholders, local 
governments, or others who have agreed to participate in the 

-monitoring and reporting. Where possible, the arrangements 
among these parties should be documented in writing to 

. describe commonly understood roles and responsibilitieslfel'v 
proper and effective monitoring, reporting, and follow-up. tiU 
situations where EPA is the grantee, the site managefcand site 
attorney should ensure that procedures are in place to%^^v^^ 
appropriately monitor, report on, and follovgiilp on whetHer 
the parties are fulfilling their responsibilitjeSiaMhe site and to 
transition or terminate those responsibiUfies oncCith^response 
action is complete. 

8.6 Community Monitoring 

Local residents, community associations, and interested 
organizations can be valuable resources for day-to-day 
monitoring of ICs. Because community members who live or 
work near the site will often have a vested interest in ensuring 
compliance with the ICs, they are generally the first to 
recognize changes at the site. Although local-r.esidents should 
not be relied upon as the primary or sole meaflsof monitoring, 
the site manager should encourage local stakeholders to 
become involved in monitoring ICs. Community niqiiitoring 
can be fostered through public outreach activities to inform 
nearby residents of the purpose of the ICs andjj^at^ types of 
activities may adversely affect the integrity/of th^response 
action. In addition to public meetings andnotices, mailings to 
nearby homeowner associations-an3^propferty owners may be 
used to provide communitystekeholdefs^ith information 
about the ICs andjontact/informafion for reporfing a breach. 

8.7 Funding'for luMoiiitoring'and Reporting 

8.5 Out-Sourced Monitoring 

In some instances, monitonhg and reporting services may be 
contracted out, or otheRvise arrangfS by the entity obligated to 
do monitoring. Hojwev'InHhis arrangement does not alter any 
legal objigations'pl resporis^blci'parties, grantees, and others 
for m^ntainingtlie'Tesponseraction and ensuring its 
profecfi^eness. Wheri>monitoring and reporting activities are 
conducted|under a contract, the site manager and site attorney 
should ensureMaWhe scope of monitoring activifies is clear; 
an adequate funding source is available for the duration of this 
method of monitoring; and the reporting obligations are 
clearly defined (i.e. to whom the contractor reports and the 
frequency and content of reports). 

The aj/aiiability^of resource^'should be considered when 
monitoring and'l^'porting plans are developed. State agencies, 
local govfi^nments, and other organizations may require 
additionaliunding to meet IC monitoring and reporting 
requirement^fjiis process should begin with developing a 
cost estimate/or monitoring and reporting activities over the 
|ull life-cycle of the IC. The site manager and site attorney 

. y provide state, tribal and local government officials with 
information they may want to consider concerning possible 
approaches and strategies to ensure that adequate funding will 
'ie available to provide adequate IC monitoring, reporting, and 
enforcement, including: 

• Using trust funds, surety bonds, letters of credit, insurance 
or other means of financial assurance, as appropriate; 

• Billing the responsible party; 

• Requiring the responsible party to set up escrow accounts; 
and 

• Using settlement proceeds to fund site-specific accounts 
for ICs. 

In some instances, it may be possible for state, tribal or local 
authorities to use CERCLA section 107 liability provisions to 
secure PRP financing for these purposes. It may also be 
possible to ensure that all potential future IC costs are covered 
by the financial assurance requirements secfion of an 
enforcement document, where appropriate (e.g., three-party 
consent decree between U.S., state, and PRP). Additionally, 
financial assurance mechanisms should be reviewed 
periodically to ensure that they remain adequate. 

Under the Brownfields Program, EPA provides grants to state 
and local governments to carry out site assessment and 
cleanup activities and to nonprofit organizations to carry out 
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cleanup. Pursuant to EPA's grant guidelines" and section 
104(k)(4)(C) of CERCLA, a local government that is a 
Brownfields grant recipient can use up to ten percent ofthe 
grant to monitor and enforce ICs designed to prevent human 
exposure to any hazardous substance from a Brownfields site. 
States can use grant funds to establish or enhance their 
response program for addressing Brownfields sites, including 
O&M or long-term monitoring acfivities. 

For Fund-financed remedial actions, CERCLA § 104(c) 
requires states to pay for, or ensure payment of, all future 
O&M for remedial actions. EPA may not use the Fund for 
O&M activities except for oversight of O&M activities. 
Generally, it may be appropriate to consider initial 
implementation of ICs as part of a remedial action; generally, 
IC monitoring, reporting, and enforcement are considered as 
O&M-type activities. 

Guidance on when a remedy may be considered to be in the 
O&M phase is provided in Operation and Maintenance in the 
Superfitnd Program, OSWER 9200.1-37S, EPA 540-F-01-004, 
May 2001. 

Regarding CERCLA Fund-financed emergency and time-
crifical removal actions, EPA generally does not provide 
financial assistance to states for ICs. For non-time-critical 
removal actions, EPA does not generally use the Fund to pay 
directly for IC monitoring or enforcement, (although the 
Agency may provide financial assistance for inifial 
implementation through cooperative agreements). 

9. ENFORCING INSTITUTIONAL 
CONTROLS 
This section provides an overview of the typ ês of enforcdjnent 
tools that may be available for dealing witlin)Otential problems 

1 • • • 1 . • 1 • y s ^ 
involving improper or incomplete implementation^' 
maintenance, and breaches of ICs. ^'lie site manager and site 
attorney should examine IC compliarice at alB stages 
throughout the enforcement processRl'.^his^section illustrates 
some of the more commonjenforcemcritactions that site 
managers and site attorneys mavencounter, and is not 
intended to provide a-comprehensiye discussion of all 
enforcement actions av&Uable at a given site. 

/ 

37 xrs*^ W ^ 
For moreanformation onjEPA's guidelines for Brownfields Assessment 

Grants, pleasFSj'hUpj//.www.epa.gov/oswer/docs/grants/epa-oswer-orcr-09-
04.pdf 

9.1 General Considerations 

Often, the preferred and fastest approach for dealing with IC -
enforcement is to seek voluntary compliance through early 
problem identification and informal communication. Many 
issues can be effectively addressed at the sitgmanager and site 
attorney level with a phone call and appropjiate/pllow-up. 
Such follow-up may include site visits and letter^toxnsure 
complete communication and to create a record. Hbs^eyen 
there may be occasions when more formaJisteps are necessary. 
Enforcement can occur in several way^eperiding upon the 
type of IC instrument, the authority bejng usedSWparty 
attempting to compel an activity.^and the partyAesponsible for 
taking an action. 

A f 

Enforc ing^st i tut fohatControls 
PS. '*' •:'^^W' 

eneral Considerations (Section 9.1) 
Enforcement of Governmental Controls 
(Sectiorh.9.2) ^ 
Enforcement of Proprietary Controls 
'(Sfction 9.3) 
Enifoî cement and Permit Tools with IC 
Components (Section 9.4) 
Informational Devices (Section 9.5) 
Commencement of New Actions (Section 9.6) 
Other Enforcement Concerns (Section 9.7) 
State, Tribal, and Local Government 
Enforcement Roles and Assurances (Section 
9.8) 

For Superfund remedies that include ICs, EPA strives to 
ensure that the potentially responsible parties implement, 
maintain, and enforce ICs, as appropriate. See "Enforcement 
First'' to Ensure Effective Institutional Controls at Superfund 
Sites, OSWER 9208.2, May 17, 2006. EPA uses a variety of 
negotiation and enforcement tools to obtain potentially 
responsible party participation in carrying out Superfund site 
cleanups, including any IC obligations. See Negotiation and 
Enforcement Strategies to A chieve Timely Settlement and 
Implementation of Remedial Design and Remedial Action at 
Superfund Sites, Office of Enforcement and Compliance 
Assurance memorandum, June 17, 1999. Ensuring that ICs are 
properly implemented and remain protective is important to 
both EPA and potentially responsible parties. Therefore case 
teams should first pursue a cooperafive approach when 
working with potentially responsible parties to enforce ICs. 

The EPA has recently elevated the importance of ensuring ICs, required as 
part of the remedy, are being enforced. A new Government Performance and 
Results Act (GPRA) performance measure, the Site-wide Ready for 
Anticipated Use (SWRAU), and another new measure, the Cro.ss Program 
Revitalization Mea.sure (CPRM) contain .specific IC requirements. For more 
information on how ICs relate to the land revitalization performance 
measures, see Guidance for Documenting and Reporting Performance in 
Achieving Land Revitalization (EPA 2007). 

9.2 Enforcement of Governmental Controls 

Governmental controls are typically implemented and 
maintained by a governmental enfity other than the one 
performing or overseeing the site cleanup. This does not 
relieve responsible parfies from monitoring and reporting on 
the effecfiveness of the ICs (e.g., notifying regulators of any 
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change to or breach of a relied upon governmental control). 
Some ofthe most common governmental controls used in 
CERCLA, Brownfields, UST, and RCRA remedies are zoning 
ordinances, excavation/building codes, well 
construction/abandonment requirements, ground water 
regulafions, ground water management zones, fishing 
bans/restrictions; waterways use restrictions, and restrictions 
on, in, and/or near water/shoreline access and/or 
development." 

Several difficulties can arise when using ICs in the form of 
governmental controls including: (1) the IC instrument may 
have not been implemented or, if implemented, may not 
address the specific environmental problem because of 
vagueness or some other deficiency in the drafting of the IC; 
(2) the IC may not have been appropriately monitored or 
reported (e.g., failure to notify environmental regulators that a 
zoning ordinance expires); (3) a governmental entity may not 
actively respond to an identified problem or breach of an IC; 
and (4) a governmental entity may inadvertentiy undermine 
the IC through its,own actions, undertaken for unrelated 
purposes (e.g., amending zoning to allow uses that would not 
have been allowed under the prior classification). The 
challenge for site managers and site attorneys in the use of 
these types of ICs is that implementing, maintaining, and 
enforcing ICs generally fall within the authority and discretion 
of the originating governmental entity. These challenges are 
compounded by the fact that communication between the 
environmental regulators and the relevant governmental 
decision-maker (e.g., the well permitting office) may not be 
part of the established administrative process of that entity 

Typically, governmental control activities are gbvemed by a, 
defined administrative process. Site attorneys shou^m, 
familiarize themselves with this process, includipg wr i t t e i i , 
petitions and/or administrative hearings, in,the event an action 

/-::• / 

,d evaluate 

to enforce a governmental control is nece^sa^J 

In addition, site managers and site attorneys shoMi 
the capabifity and willingness of a^avemmentaientity to 
implement and enforce auiy proposea IC in4ne form of a 
governmental control, andfcmilve that^'tity early in the 
response process when discussing the types of ICs being 
considered. In certaincases under'Superfund, cooperative 
agreements may be'de'veloped to assist the local government 
in the imtial (bufnot 0&M);ini'plementation of the necessary 
ICs aWEund-leaS'sites. Loga'l governments may also arrange 

,for'8ire'£t^OTnpensatiqn;ffom other parties for the 
implementatjbn, maitronance, and enforcement of ICs. It may 
be beneficiai-i^^tb^ state, tribal and local governments to 

. ' ^ : ^ 
/ 

39 
Note: these tools may not be available at certain federal facilities. The 

federal facility is generally responsible for monitoring, reporting, and 
enforcing any violations of the ICs and other land use controls at CERCLA 
cleanups, even for surplus property that has been transferred to private use, 
EPA and often state agencies may enforce the ROD and other post-ROD 
enforceable document if a federal facility fails to enforce or rectify any IC 
breach. 

work with and reach a common understanding with the 
responsible parties and other stakeholders about various IC 
implementation issues including the roles and responsibilities 
of the local government in enforcing these controls. This 
common understanding will likely vary depending upon 
whether federal, state, and/or local authority is used. Where 
appropriate, the site manager or site attorney may consider 
providing IC training to local government. .' 

9.3 Enforcement of Proprietary Controls 

The most common examples of proprietary^pontrols u"^3 in 
CERCLA, Brownfields, UST, and R C ^ cleSnupsfare 
easements and covenants. The requiremisnts fo^m^orcing 
proprietary controls may vary c,p.nsiderabl>|amOng states, and 
site attorneys are encouraged ^b cooxdinate-with attorneys 
familiar with the laws of th^jparticulartiurisdiction. 

If proprietarvcontrols'/are implernejited under state legislation 
that are taU^d ' to th'e^oujrem^nts of ICs (e.g., a State's 

ioniaf UECA), theredikely will be clear enforcement 
dures for/tfie,,state, a grantee, a third-party beneficiary or 

adopt 
procei 

^neral ly , under state-adopted laws modeled after 
UECA, maiiy„parties may have the authority to enforce an 
environment'^&OT^nant, including: (1) any parties to the 
covenant or a^^a r ty given the right to enforce under the 
covenant; (2)'1he state environmental agency; (3) a person 

ose interest in the real property or liability may be affected 
y^the^violation of the covenant (this can include responsible 

parties); and (4) a unit of local government. If no specific state 
',aw addressing environmental covenants exists, these controls 
will be based more generally on the state's contract and real 
property law. 

Under either state statute or case law, certain enforcement 
challenges may arise. The grantee will generally have the 
primary responsibility for enforcing a proprietary control. 
EPA will typically rely on another party to act as the grantee, 
due to the limitations on EPA's authority to hold proprietary 
interests. The grantee may be able to enforce proprietary 
control restrictions and obligations against the owner(s) ofthe 
property pursuant to state law in state court. To help ensure 
that a grantee other than EPA takes appropriate action in the 
event of an IC violation, it can be useful for that grantee and 
other parties to enter into agreements that clearly define the 
roles and responsibilities of the grantee. 

In those cases where EPA is the grantee or has authority to 
enforce a proprietary control as a third-party beneficiary, the 
Region should refer the case to DOJ for appropriate action in 
state or federal court where an enforcement action can remedy 
the violation. For a more detailed discussion of the third-party 
beneficiary status, consult Institutional Controls: Third-Parly 
Beneficiary Rights in Proprietary Controls, Office of 
Enforcement and Compliance Assistance memorandum, April 19, 
2004. Furthermore, in states that have adopted legislation 
tailored to the requirements of environmental covenants, (such 
as those recommended in UECA), the Region may be able to 
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refer an enforcement action to DOJ for appropriate action in 
state or federal court where EPA qualifies as an "agency" that 
signed the covenant. Regions should note that state law may 
specify that the agency's enforcement right in the covenant is 
not based on an interest in real property, and is thus not an 
acquisition of real property by EPA. 

In the RCRA, Brownfields, and UST context, EPA has no 
authority to be the grantee, so enforcement by EPA is not 
available unless it is a third-party beneficiary or it has agency 
rights under a state's UECA or other statute, ff a proprietary 
control is used and another party is the grantee, the regulatory 
agency may be able to rely on the grantee to act as the 
enforcer, 

9.4 Enforcement and Permit Tools with IC Components 

Enforcement and permit tools that may be used to require 
implementation and maintenance of an IC, or seek a remedy 
for an IC breach, include CDs, FFAs, UAOs, and permits. 
Through these instruments, EPA or another regulatory agency 
may be able to specify the restrictions and requirements for 
implementing, maintaining, and/or fixing a breach to the IC in 
the enforceable document. If the responsible parfies fail to 
carry out their obligations under a CD, order, or permit, EPA 
or another regulatory agency may be able to enforce those 
obligations under the appropriate CERCLA, Brownfields, 
UST, or RCRA authority."" The remedies available may 
include requiring the defendant to implement the IC or, in 
some circumstances, pay certain costs or penalties. Such 

A consent decree can also be enforced as an order of the court. 
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Categories 

:lf!ff«gurei.i' Examples:of4Cipategoi:leS'and?EnforcempntfProcesses • ,r \v, - /ili 
'. . " ' " > ( ; ' • ' - ,"' t , i "^Z - 'T ;V i-'- ' i: *"!,' ..,• » , - . ' .V . *' ' '•' -*. ^ " • ' "^ ' I' 

"ii;:;IC:Authorlties:arid4ExatnplesW;,' 

,*i^' 
^ ^ / : ^ ^ * . I ^ '^*'vv 

•'••^^^SUH'.;! Topical"EnfdFcementProce'sses 

Governmental 
Controls 

Police Power 
• Zoning ordinances 
• Ground water use restrictions 
• Building codes / permit 

requirements 

Local government jurisdiction; enforcement may be possible 
through administrative process or legal action. ' ^ J ;N 

State agency; enforcement may be possible through \ \ ^ 
administrative process or legal action. /'^^'^y^K r ^ 

Proprietary 
Controls 

Informational 
Devices 

Sfafe statutory and common law 

• Easements and covenants 

The grantee of a proprietary control may be able'to/seek/legal 
action against the property owner for activities prohibited'by its 
proprietary control. /^'"~'^'**$k "̂̂ ^̂  

EPA, the state, or anotheriparty may^b.eiable tO/fenforce the 
proprietary control under state/prpperty'la^jj-they are a third-
party beneficiary of theleaserTient|or covenant. 

Even if they arejnot the grantee, ETObr any other state or federal 
agency that signed thercovenant may be able to enforce the 
proprietary &ntfol^^tates that have adopted legislation similar 
to UECA as the "agency" that approves ofthe covenant. 

EPA may be able to order a responsible party to implement a 
proprietary control ^ 

£ S i i . 

Police Power 

Health advisories 
Fish advisories 
Deed notices 
State registries of waste'sites 
Tracking systems 

While inforjTiational devices typically are not themselves 
lenfprceabl^site-specific circumstances may warrant action by 
EP/PvRegions should consult with OECA to discuss possible 
action^i;K;h as issue an order to a responsible party if an 

ymmiinent and substantial endangerment exists at a site due to 
fecl^ of a recorded notice. 

Public health agencies; issuance through administrative process. 

. Enforcement 
and Permit 
Tools with IC 
Components 

Federal and state statutory'laWj, 
/ 

Superfund C^DsfflAOs, A0<Ss, 
and FederaFFacility Agreements 
(Fl̂ s)̂  %/ J l 
RCI^€rder%frdi]^rmits 
OrdersjissuediUnder state 
authori^. 

EPA may be able to use a variety of legal instruments to require 
responsible parties or the signatories of the agreement to control 
the use of land or resources. 

If a responsible party is the grantor or grantee of the proprietary 
control, EPA may be able to employ these tools to enforce the 
requirements of the IC as the "agency" that approves ofthe 
covenant. 

payments may^meNfequired .to reimburse an agency that has 
incdMSjthe cost of'i^y^menting or maintaining the control, 

•cover the'̂ cbsts incurred when addressing IC breaches, and/or 
pay penalfies^(s1ipulated and/or statutory). 

An action pursuant to the CD, order, FFA, or permit generally 
will be effective only against the parties specified in these 
documents. For example, a provision in a CD or AOC may 
require a facility operator to secure a proprietary control to 
prevent a particular type of land use. However, the landowner 
may not be a party to the CD or AOC and, therefore, would 
not be obligated to convey the interest. Furthermore, the 

requirements of the CD may not be enforceable against any 
successor-in-title if the successor was not a party to the CD. 

If proprietary controls are needed on property that is not 
owned by a responsible party, enforcement documents 
generally require that the responsible party use "best efforts" 
to obtain access and to implement the controls. In cases where 
the responsible party does not use its best efforts to implement 
the proprietary controls, EPA can seek to enforce the relevant 
provisions of the CD, order, FFA or permit in place. If the 
responsible party is unable to acquire proprietary controls on 
the property of concern despite exercising best efforts (e.g., 
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the property owner is unwilling to sell or agree on a price for 
an easement or other property interest), there are several 
approaches to consider, depending on the situation. For 
Superfund remedial actions, the site attorney may consider 
acquiring or condemning the necessary real property interests 
subject to the requirements of CERCLA §104(j).'" Under 
CERCLA, many state statutes, and typically under consent 
agreements such as CDs, the responsible party may be 
required to reimburse EPA and/or the state for the cost of 
acquiring the control either through negotiated purchase or 
condemnation. Alternatively, this may be resolved by 
selecting and implementing different types of ICs. If other ICs 
are not viable and the long-term protectiveness of the response 
is threatened, it may be necessary to reconsider the response 
action that was selected. 

9.S Informational Devices 

The most common informational devices used in UST, 
Brownfields, federal facility, RCRA, and CERCLA cleanups 
are notices filed in local land records, state registries, and 
advisories. Notices are useful devices, but are not typically 
enforceable. However, some states recentiy have established 
laws that allow the state to enforce placement of notices in the 
local land records under state environmental laws. Similarly, 
many states are developing laws that require sites with ICs to 
be placed in a registry. However, these laws typically only 
apply to the listing of sites in registries, and do not 
affirmatively limit land or resource use at a site. 

9.6 Commencement of New Actions 

Where ICs are not properly implemented or maintained' it 
may be necessary to commence an enforcement acfibn|agains 
the responsible party. For example, it may be {wssiblet^issu< 
a UAO to require the responsible party to use best efforts^''^ 
acquire real property interests limiting futurejand use wnere 
zoning restrictions are repealed 

In the event of an IC violafion, th^ite*attorney may consider 
issuing an administrative wdet under CERCLA § 106(a) 
and/or RCRA § 7003(a) reqmring thaUJiS'IC be maintained if 
there is a resulting actual ̂ threatened imminent and 
substantial endangertnent to humaipiealth and the 
environment. If theOTrhinistrative order is not complied with, 
EPA may seek judicial einbrcpiTient of the order. If the party 
responsible for^Sorcing an4c fails to do so in a timely 
manner,"^A may also|use these authorities to seek a court 
order imposing the IC 

Under the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition 
Policies Act of 1970 (URA) (Pub, L. No. 91-646), negotiations that include 
offering compensation are required to be completed first. 

9.7 Other Enforcement Concerns 

One significant enforcement concern may be the premature 
close-out of CDs, orders, FFAs or permits despite a long-term 
requirement for ICs. Often, a responsible party is anxious to 
close out its CD, order, or permit and end its relafionship with 
regulatory agencies through those documents once the 
construcfion work is complete and routine site maintenance 
has commenced. It is important that the sitefinanager and site • 
attorney retain the appropriate enforcement authbrity for 
implemenfing, maintaining, and enforcing the IC '̂oTOr the 
duration ofthe period in which ICs may bepie^eded. Iiil|pme 
cases, ICs, and, therefore, enforcemen(dhstrijrnentsj need to be 
retained for a long period of time. In ofiier^ases,^^uch as 
RCRA permits that have a specific periodMf performance and 
long-term requirements for ICs"^reMning^Sallequate 
instrument mechanism may|be needed^^ensure the long-term 
durability, reliabjjfty, and/Slfegtivenes^W the control. An 
additional area of concern is thiKfchange of ownership of 
facilities subiect to orders.withoUt^proper notification to the 
site manager. A RCRA brd'ec^or other enforceable device, 
may indude a requiremenrtftjir notification of change of 
o\vjnership. 

9.8 State, Tiibal^^nd Local Government Enforcement 
Roles and Assurances 

/ 
"T^Many governmental controls are estabfished under state, tribal, 

bgtocal jurisdiction. To keep remedies protecfive. Regions 
snOTd'encourage states, tribes, and local agencies to be 
prcwcfive in ensuring that ICs subject to their authorities-are 
roperly maintained. The site manager and site attorney may 

choose to request some form of written commitment from the 
appropriate state, tribal, or local government regarding its 
capability and willingness to maintain, oversee, and enforce 
the ICs. 

In considering the capabilities and willingness to maintain, 
oversee, and enforce the ICs, the source of funding for these 
activities can be a particularly important factor, since a lack of 
funding may lead to IC breaches and an un-protecfive 
response action. The format for these commitments will likely 
vary depending upon the available state, tribal and/or local 
authority. A written ICLAP or equivalent document can be a 
valuable tool in helping define goals, planned activities, and 
roles, and in establishing relationships. 

10. SUMMARY 
ICs are often a vital component of remedies in most cleanup 
programs, including the five programs addressed in this 
guidance. However, over fime. Regions should continue to 
review their effectiveness in light of any changes to land use, 
communities, laws, the condition and location of subsurface 
materials, and responsible entities. This guidance document • 
provides an overview of some key issues the Regions may 
encounter when evaluating whether ICs are properly selected, 
implemented, maintained, and enforced. 
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When planning and selecting ICs, the site manager and 
site attorney should familiarize themselves with 
appropriate state statutes and identify the governmental 
bodies that have jurisdiction over the site. It may be 
useful to collaborate with attorneys and remedial and/or 
removal practitioners familiar with the laws, regulations, 
and practices in the jurisdiction where the site is located. 

Meeting with community members and local government 
representatives is often important throughout the IC life 
cycle to ensure that the need for ICs is understood and 
accepted as necessary for ensuring protection of human 
health and the environment. 

An appropriate tool, such as a CD, order, or permit (e.g., 
under CERCLA, RCRA, and/or state law) should be used 
in order to implement the cleanup, including any ICs that 
are part of the cleanup action. 

If a proprietary control is being implemented, selection of 
an appropriate grantee and careful drafting of the 
language of the conveyance is often important. 

If an IC in the form of a governmental control is used, the 
site manager and site attorney should work closely with 
the state or local government that has jurisdiction to 
ensure that it has the capability and willingness to 
implement and enforce the control.. 

A good way to ensure effective implementation of ICs is 
to develop an ICIAP that documents responsibilities over 
the full life-cycle of each IC, and incIudsiHis plan, or a 
reference to it, in the final decision documeritsNEPA is 
developing guidance on recommended contentsfor such a 
plan. xS;X ' ' ' ^ :7^ 

A strategy for monitoring and repbrtingon;;l!Ss?shouId be 
included in the O&M plan for Supgrfiiiid sitWC included in 
an ICIAP, or developed as-^rt^of the|pg;nnit or order that 
implements a response decisiofi|under"RCRA. In addition, 
the site manager and ate'attorney'should discuss 
appropriate monitoring rq^swith'lhe local government 
and appropriate/State agen^^T 

If aijTC is jnot beinCTroperly maintained or is violated, 
appropriate enforcem^t actions should be taken. 
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APPENDIX B: GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
For purposes of this guidance, the following terms are defined 

Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) - a legally 
enforceable document signed by EPA and an individual, 
business, or other entity through which the party agrees to pay 
for the correction of violations, take the necessary corrective 
or cleanup actions, or refrain from an activity. An AOC, which 
may be subject to a comment period, describes the actions to 
be taken, is civil rather than criminal in nature, and can be 
enforced in court. 

Advisories - Warnings, usually issued by public health 
agencies, either at the federal, state, or local level, that provide 
notice to potential users of land, surface water, or ground 
water that there is some existing or impending risk associated 
with the use of these resources. 

Appurtenant - A legal term meaning "belonging to" or 
"incidental to." An easement that is deemed to be appurtenant 
benefits an adjacent parcel of land and is usually held by the 
owner ofthe adjacent land. For example, an easement 
allowing the owner of a parcel of land the right to cross an 
adjoining parcel would be deemed appurtenant to the 
easement holder's parcel of land. 

Brownfields Site - Real property, the expansion 
redevelopment, or reuse of which may be complicated by thi 
presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance 
pollutant, or contaminant. See CERCLA 101(3^for 
additional information on what sites may qualify as*? 
Brownfields under CERCLA. 

Chain of Title - A history of conveyances, jiKlgments, ar^d'' 
encumbrances affecting title to real estate'frbmithe time that 
the original patent was granted, or asjfairBack aSCreCords are 
available. # j ^ !\ ^ 

Common Law - The bodyM/Eligli'sMaw^veloped primarily 
from judicial decisions ba^^on custbln'^d precedent, 
unwritten in statute or code, aricftTOnstituting the basis of the 
legal system in all ofithe^JJ.S. except Louisiana. 

ComprehensiveiEnvironmentdl Response, Compensation, and 
LiabililyAct (CERCIiA, or'Superfund) - Legislation enacted in 
1980 to^identily, in'^^sfigate, and clean up the nation's most 
contaminatedfhazardous waste sites and respond to emergency 
situations invol'ving hazardous substances, pollutants or 
contaminants./^ 

Condemnation - The process by which a government agency, 
exercising the power of eminent domain, acquires an interest 
in property. 

Consent Decree (CD) - A legal document, approved by a 
judge, that formalizes a setfiement reached between EPA and 
responsible parties through which responsible parties will 
conduct all or part of a cleanup action at a Superfund site, 
cease or correct actions or processes that are polluting the 
environment, or otherwise comply with an EPA-initiated 
enforcement action. The consent decree des^^es the actions , 
responsible parties will take and is subject roa&aWic 
comment period. 

Conveyance - The transfer of title to prop^ty or an in^rest in 
property (e.g., an easement) from one,p'ersoiftb^ajdther. 

Cooperative Agreement 
tha _ ^^,.. . -

accomplishment of authorifcd activiti^pf tasks 

An agreement, including CERCLA 
§104(d) agreements, that trans^f^^^Qney forThe 

Corrective Action - ERA can reduire'RCRA treatment. 
Storage, andfdisposarfacilities (BDFs) handling hazardous 
waste to/Undertake corrective-actions to clean up 
contamination resulting f r ^ failure to follow hazardous-
wasteNTnanagement procedures or other mistakes. 

Covenant^Kipvpmise by one landowner to another generally 
made in connection with a conveyance of property (e.g. 
warranty of title) that may or may not run with the land. 
iCovenants may also include a promise by the holder of a 
'^^ges^ory interest in property to use or refrain from using the 
property in a certain manner. Covenants are similar to 
ea^ments but have been traditionally subject to somewhat 
different formal requirements. 

Deed - A written instrument that transfers legal title to real 
property or an interest therein from one party to another. 
Generally, it contains the names ofthe grantor and grantee, a 
description ofthe property, and the estate being conveyed. It is 
signed by the grantor, usually acknowledged before a notary 
public, and should be recorded. 

Deed Notice - Commonly refers to a non-enforceable, purely 
informational provision in a deed that alerts anyone 
performing a titie search to important information about a 
particular property but may also be used, somewhat 
confusingly, to refer to other purely informational documents 
that are recorded in local land records. 

Deed Restriction - Not a traditional real property law term, but 
rather is used in the NCP as a shorthand way to refer to 
various types of proprietary controls. 

Easement - A right that allows the holder to use the property 
of another or restrict its use according to the terms of the 
easement. An "affirmative" easement allows the holder to 
enter upon or use another's property for a particular purpose 
(e.g., ingress/egress). A "negative" easement imposes limits 
on how the owner of the servient estate can use the property. 
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Emergency Removal Action - A CERCLA emergency removal 
action generally occurs when a release or threatened release 
requires the lead agency to initiate on-site cleanup activities 
within hours of determining that a removal is required. 

Enforcement Tools - Tools, such as administrative orders or 
consent decrees, available to EPA under CERCLA and RCRA 
that can be used to restrict the use of land. Enforcement 
authority can be used to either (1) prohibit a party from using 
land in certain ways or from carrying out certain activities at a 
specified property, or (2) require a settiing party to put in 
place some other form of control, such as a proprietary 
control. 

Explanation of Significant Differences (ESD) - A CERCLA 
decision document prepared when there has been a significant 
change in cost, performance, or cost of a remedy selected in a 
Record of Decision (ROD). The significant change to the 
remedy may be as a result of new informafion. 

Environmental Data Standards Council (EDSC) - This 
organization was established in 1999 to oversee a consensus-
based process for developing and promoting environmental 
data standards. In 2005, the responsibility for overseeing the 
consensus-based process was transferred to the Exchange 
Network Leadership Council. 
http://www.exchangenetwork.net/standards 

Five-Year Review (FYR) - An evaluation that may be required 
by §121(c) of CERCLA. Consistent with the NCP (40 CFRi 

:'§300.430(f)(4)(ii)). Regions should conduct a review a t ^ g t 
Superfund sites where the remedy does not allow for unlimited 
use and unrestricted exposure. FYRs are designed^^^ 

- determine whether the remedy at a site remainSjproteetiY,e of . 
human health and the environment. Where renie^ial action^^ 
are still under construction, FYRs can help^ofirm that <r 
immediate threats have been addressed an'd tWat-.the remedy is 
expected to be protective when all reinedial actibns'are 
•completed. f 

In Gross - A property law term used to describe easements 
that provide a benefit not related to any property owned by the 
holder of the easement. Easements used under CERCLA and 
RCRA generally will be "in gross" because the restrictions 
generally are not for the benefit of any particular neighboring 
parcel owned by the holder of the easement. 

Institutional Controls - Non-engineered instFumfeiits, such as 
?idministrative and legal controls, that help to minimize the 
potential for human exposure to contamination and/^protect 
the integrity of a response acfion. They arejypically ii'sed in 
conjunction with, or as a supplement tbi othei%rneasures, such 
as waste treatment or containment. There are generally four 
categories of ICs: governmental»controls;iproprietary controls; 
enforcement and permit tools^'ith%_^£ompb'iients; and 
information devices. 

# 
Land Use Control (LUC) - AtifS^slriction or control, 
including institutionalcpntrols and engineering controls, 
arising from the need to protect human health and the 
environment, such as the restriction of access or limitation of 

activitieS'^aLa^ite that has residual contamination. 

Governmental Controls - Controls^ 
authority of a govemmen^'efitity to irnpose restrictions on 
•citizens or sites under its iurisdictionl Generally, EPA turns to 
State, local, or tribal^gbwrnments'tb enforce existing controls 
of this type and tiqjfctablisiiinew controls. Typical examples of 
governmental .dotitrols include zoning, the issuance of building 
permitssand state aiidMocal ground water use restrictions. 

Grantee/Gfaritot;-Tne entity to/from which ownership of a 
property interest,(e.g., an easement) is transferred. 

J / 
Informational Devices - IC instruments that provide 
information or notification that residual or capped 
contaminafion could remain on site. Common examples 
include state registries of contaminated properfies, notices in 
deeds, and advisories. 

Layering - '•E^usyoi different types of institutional controls 
at the same tim'e'̂ to enhance the protectiveness ofthe remedy. 

^Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) - A non-enforceable 
rf ^document that outiines the intentions of its signatories. 

Ncm-Time-Critical Removal Action - A CERCLA non-time-
critical removal action occurs when at least six months are 
available after determining that a removal is appropriate and 
before on-site cleanup activities must begin. 

Overlay Zone - A set of zoning regulations that supplement 
(i.e., overlay) those ofthe underlying district. Developments 
within the overlay zone normally conform to the requirements 
of both zones, or the more restrictive of the two. Overlay 
zones may be used lo address issues such as historical areas, 
flood plains, and environmental contamination. 

Post-Removal Site Controls (PRSCs) - Actions necessary to 
ensure the effectiveness and integrity ofthe removal action 
after the completion of the on-site removal action 

Proprietary Controls - Use of real property law to prohibit 
certain activities that may interfere with the engineering 
remedy applied at a site, or to restrict acfivities or future uses 
of a resource that may result in unacceptable risk to human 
health or the environment. The most common examples of 
proprietary controls are easements and covenants. 

Prospective Purchaser Agreement - An agreement between 
EPA or a state and the prospective purchaser of a property 
known to be contaminated. Under the agreement, EPA or the 
state typically provides the purchaser with a covenant not to 
sue for the contamination existing at the site as of the date of 
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the agreement. In return, the purchaser usually provides EPA 
with a benefit, which may include carrying out actual cleanup 
work and/or funding for cleanup at the site. EPA generally 
would enter into such an agreement at sites where an EPA 
action has been, is currentiy being, or will be taken. Parties 
seeking to operate on or lease contaminated property also may 
be eligible for such an agreement. 

Record of Decision (ROD) - A document that selects the 
remedial action at a CERCLA site. It is a legal document that 
is an important part of the remedy selection process carried 
out in accordance with CERCLA. It includes, but it not 
limited to the following: a basis for the action, the selected 
remedy, a discussion of the supporting rationale, and response 
to stakeholder comments. 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) - The 
public law that creates the framework for the proper treatment, 
storage, and disposal of hazardous and nonhazardous solid 
waste. RCRA focuses on active and future facilities and does 
not address abandoned or historical sites which are managed 
under CERCLA, commonly known as Superfund. 

Responsible Party - The term "responsible party" as used in 
this document is intended to mean a person or entity with 
cleanup or IC responsibilities under the various cleanup 
programs addressed in this guidance. . 

"Run with the Land" - A term indicating that a proprietary 
control will bind subsequent owners of the affected parcel a 
opposed to one that is personal and binds only ^ origi; 
parties 

'3%-
Subdivision Ordinance - A local ordinance that^gulaleSj 
conversion of land into building lots for development. TlfS* 
regulations establish requirements for streets^utilities, site 
design, and procedures for dedicating Ianclfor^|«n space or 
Other public purposes to the local goy^men t (bifie^ in lieu 
of dedication). In short, subdivision oiidinanclss regulate land 
conversion, whereas zonijig ordinances regulate land use. 

Superfund State Contract (SSC) - An agreement between EPA 
and a state generally before remedial action begins at 

' Superfund sites. Typically, the SSC documents the state's 
assurances under CERCLA and outiines the roles and 
responsibilities of both parties. 

Time-Critical Removal Action - A time-criti^c^jemoval action 
occurs when less than six months are availableMter 
determining that a removal is appropriate and befQre,pn-site 
cleanup activifies must begin. ^^^^^n/ 

Uniform Environmental Covenants ActUUEG^f^A model 
state legislation that addresses the uselpf proprietai'y controls 
as ICs (e.g., environmental covenants) andicanCoe used to 
reduce the legal and manageraetifcbinplicatibns and common 
law impediments associated^\|ith ICs '^ECA was developed 
by the National (SnferenceW^pmmjSoners on Uniform -
State Laws. http://www,.enviroixmentalcovenants.org/ueca •"' 

UnilatemlAdrninistrativ^Qr.der (UAO) 
signedjby EPAlclirecting any person to t signed|by 
oxstifim ^ 
actions tO/b&>taken, and can be enforced in court. 

- A legal document 
take corrective action - 0 -.,-.. , airecting any person 

orjefraiMrcmi an activity. It describes the violations and 

Unlimited UsejUnrestricted Exposure (UU/UE) - As 
discussed in EPA guidance documents, UU/UE generally 

^ f e r s to a situation when there are no exposure limitations 
required for the remedy at a site to be protective. 

V Zoning - A widely used type of land use control that is based 
)?1ipon the police power. Zoning ordinances typically consist of 

a map indicating the various land use zones (or districts) in the 
jurisdiction, and text that sets forth regulations for the 
development of land by zone. 
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